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Abstract
Turnouts (Switches & Crossings, S&C) are critical components of a railway track
requiring regular maintenance and generating high life cycle costs. A main driver for
the high maintenance costs is the need to repair and replace switch rails and crossings
as these components are subjected to a severe load environment. Dynamic wheel{rail
contact forces with high magnitudes are often generated in the switch and crossing panels
due to the discontinuities in rail proles, resulting in a degradation of track geometry.
One critical contribution to the track geometry degradation is track settlement. It is
a phenomenon where the horizontal level of the ballasted track substructure decreases
in height over time when subjected to trac loading. Due to the design of the turnout
and the variation in track support conditions, the load transferred into the track bed
is not uniform and the resulting variation in settlement leads to irregularities in track
geometry. Poor quality in track geometry induces higher dynamic wheel{rail contact
forces and increases the degradation rate resulting in further dierential track settlement,
and possibly increased wear, plastic deformation and rolling contact fatigue of the rails.
Thus, it is important to understand how settlement evolves under repeated loading to
support product development and maintenance procedures of S&C, to provide a more
uniform load distribution on the ballast and a more stable track geometry.
The current work aims to provide a methodology to increase the understanding of
track settlement in railway turnouts. Dierent numerical models are used to simulate the
dynamic vehicle{track interaction and predict the wheel{rail impact loads in the crossing
panel. The calculated contact pressure between sleepers and ballast is used as input for
calculating the track settlement. Both empirical and constitutive settlement models are
applied to predict settlement for a large number of load cycles (wheel passages). The
material behaviour of the track substructure under repeated loading is investigated using
a three-dimensional nite element model. A parameter study is performed to determine
the inuence of train and track parameters on the impact load generated at the crossing.
The investigated train parameters include vehicle speed, lateral wheelset position and
wheel prole, while the track parameters are rail pad stiness, sleeper base area and
implementation of under sleeper pads (USP). The study shows that the magnitude of the
impact load is inuenced more by the wheel{rail contact geometry than by the rail pad
stiness. Among the investigated parameter combinations, the most eective mitigation
measures to reduce sleeper{ballast contact pressure are the implementation of USP and
increasing the sleeper base area.
Keywords: Switches and crossings, turnout, track settlement, vehicle{track dynamics,
wheel{rail contact, Green's functions, cyclic loading, material modelling of ballast
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Part I
Extended Summary
1 Introduction
The railway turnout (switch and crossing, S&C) is a critical component in the railway
system [1]. It provides exibility in trac routes by allowing the trains to switch from
one track to another in a safe and convenient way. To serve this purpose, the turnout
typically consists of both movable and xed mechanical parts, as well as signalling and
electrical systems. In Sweden alone, there are about 14 000 S&Cs in the 16 600 km of
railway. According to a life cycle cost (LCC) study, based on information from databases
at former Banverket (the Swedish Rail Administration) in 2009 [2], turnouts accounted
for 50% of the registered inspections and 21% of the operation disturbances. The S&Cs
consumed MSEK 530 (about MEUR 53), almost 10% of the total maintenance cost during
a single year in 2018, standing for the railway subsystem that caused most train delays
in Sweden [3].
A main driver for the high maintenance costs is the need to repair and replace switch
rails and crossings as these components are often not suciently stable in track geometry
and rail prole over time. Dynamic wheel{rail contact forces with high magnitudes,
resulting in wheel and rail damage and degradation of track geometry, are often generated
in the switch and crossing panels due to the discontinuities in rail proles along the
turnout.
One critical contribution to track geometry degradation is track settlement. It is a
phenomenon where the horizontal level of the ballasted track substructure decreases in
height over time when subjected to trac loading. Due to the design of the turnout and
the variation in track support conditions, the load transferred to the track bed is not
uniform and the resulting dierential settlement leads to track irregularities. Poor qual-
ity in track geometry induces higher dynamic wheel{rail contact forces and increases the
degradation rate resulting in further track settlement, and possibly to increased wear,
plastic deformation and rolling contact fatigue of the rails. Thus, it is important to
understand how settlement evolves under repeated loading to support product develop-
ment and maintenance procedures of S&Cs with a more uniform load distribution on the
ballast leading to a more stable track geometry.
The work in this thesis is an eort towards an optimisation of the railway crossing
design to reduce dierential track settlement. It is a continuation of the work performed
by Palsson [4] within the CHARMEC project TS13. To solve this problem, this thesis
deals with two main topics: one is the simulation of dynamic vehicle{track interaction
in the railway crossing and the other is the prediction of track settlement behaviour of
the supporting track substructure. The objective of this work is to develop tools for
numerical studies of dierential track settlement in railway turnouts. These can be used
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for the optimisation of the S&C design and maintenance planning.
In the extended summary, the components of a railway turnout and track substruc-
ture are described in Chapters 2 and 3, followed by survey of the mechanisms of track
settlement in Chapter 4. The irregularities in track geometry and stiness associated
with track settlement are described in Chapter 5. Measurements of track settlement in
railway turnouts as well as nominal track are reviewed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 and Chap-
ter 8 are devoted to simulation methods for studies of vehicle{turnout interaction and
track settlement. Maintenance and mitigation measures for treating track settlement are
discussed in Chapter 9. Chapter 10 contains a summary of the appended papers. Finally,
conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in Chapter 11.
2
2 The railway turnout
The objective of a railway turnout is to allow for the diversion of railway trac from one
route to another, providing exibility to the railway system. There are various kinds of
railway turnouts that satisfy the demands of dierent trac conditions, see [5]. In this
thesis, the simulations have been carried out for the right-hand railway turnout shown
in Figure 2.1.
The railway turnout comprises of a switch panel, a closure panel and a crossing panel.
The straight line features the through (main) route, while the section that diverts by
following a deviating curve is the diverging route. The outer rails of the through and
diverging routes are called stock rails. The trac direction from the switch panel to
the crossing panel is called the facing move, while the reverse direction is the trailing
move. The front of the turnout is dened as the point where the diverging route starts to
deviate from the through route at the left end of the switch panel in Figure 2.1. The trac
direction is altered by controlling the switching machines at the front of the turnout. The
closure panel connects the switch and crossing panels. The crossing panel contains the
crossing, sometimes referred to as the frog, at which the through and diverging routes
intersect. Between the wing rails and the crossing rail, there is a discontinuity in the rail
prole, allowing wheel anges to travel along either path. Commonly, the wing rail and
crossing rail are casted into one piece, categorised as a xed crossing. A photo of a xed
crossing is shown in Figure 2.2.
For heavy-haul and high-speed lines, due to the increased dynamic wheel{rail contact
loading, a swingnose crossing (moveable crossing) may be used to eliminate the gap be-
tween the wing rail and the crossing rail [4]. Opposite to the crossing, alongside the stock
rails of the through and diverging routes, are the check rails. These act as constraints
 
7  
1 Background 
The previous CHARMEC project SP12 ”New sleeper specifications” [1] was performed to 
generate knowledge that was used t  determine the bending mome ts for main line sleepers 
subjected to traffic with axle loads up to 35 to nes. In the pr sent CHARMEC project SP17 
“Switch sleeper specification ”, a similar study is performed for the differ nt sleepers in 
turnouts (switches & crossings, points). The results from SP17 will serve as a 
recomme datio  for a turnout sleeper specification that is valid for fr ight traffic with axle 
l ad 35 tonnes at speed 80 km/h, and for p ssenger traffic with axle load 19 tonn s at speed 
320 km/h. 
Turnouts are comprised of a switch panel and a crossing panel that are connected by a closure 
panel, see Figure 1. Dynamic interaction between vehicle and track is more complex in 
turnouts than on tangent or curved main line tracks. For example, wheel–rail impact loads 
with large magnitudes a d significant contributions from high-frequency vehicle–track 
interaction are generated when the nominal wheel– ail contact conditions are disturbed at 
various locations in he turnout [2]. These impact loads are transferred to the sleepers and may 
generate high sleeper bending moments.  
Hence, knowledge of generated wheel–rail contact forces and bendi g moments in the turnout 
sleepers are eeded in order to determine relevant sleeper requirements for the given 
combinations of axle load and vehicle speed. Knowledge of generated sleeper bending 
moments along the turnout will also reveal possibilities for design modifications that may 
reduce the variation of sleeper bending moments from sleeper to sleeper.  
 
 
Figure 1. Components of a turnout with main (through) and diverging routes. From [2] 
 
 front of turnout 
 
  rear of turnout  
 through rails  
 stock rails 
 check rails  
    closure rails   
 switch rails 
 wing rails  crossing nose  
 switch heels 
 switch toes flange way 
switching machines 
 crossing panel  switch panel   closure panel 
main 
diverging 
Figure 2.1: Components of a turnout with main and diverging routes. Dashed lines show the
centre lines of the through (main) and diverging routes. From [6]
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for the lateral position of the wheelsets to ensure appropriate angeway passage and to
avoid interference contact between the wheel and the crossing nose [4].
The numerical methods developed in this thesis have been applied for the common
Swedish turnout geometry (with a xed crossing) denoted as 60E1-760-1:15. This means
that the turnout has 60E1 rails with curve radius 760 m in the diverging route and a
turnout angle of 1:15. The turnout angle is the angle between the centre lines of the
through and diverging routes at the crossing, see Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.2: Overview of crossing panel from the front of the turnout including a xed crossing
and check rails. Photo provided by voestalpine VAE GmbH
4
3 Track substructure
A typical railway track on ballast consists of the superstructure and the substructure [7].
The superstructure consists of the rails, the fastening systems and the sleepers (bearers),
whereas the substructure consists of the ballast, the sub-ballast and the subgrade [7].
These track components are illustrated in Figure 3.1. Track geotechnology and substruc-
ture management are explained in detail by Selig & Waters [7]. The dierent layers of
the substructure will be briey described in the following.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1: Components of a railway track structure. From [7]
3.1 Ballast
The ballast is the top-most layer of the track substructure. At the sleeper{ballast inter-
face, the ballast is typically compacted and tamped around the sleepers up to a depth
of 0.3 { 0.5 m, see Peplow et al. [8]. According to Raymond [9], the most important
features of ballast are:
 Ensure stability of each individual sleeper and the complete track structure
 Provide track resilience, distribute loads from the sleepers to the subgrade, and
absorb energy generated by the dynamic wheel{rail contact forces
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 Resist variations in weather conditions. Allow for immediate drainage and storage
of fouling1
 Allow for easy adjustment of track geometry during maintenance
It is dicult to nd a granular material satisfying all of these requirements at the
same time. For example, increased angularity and roughness of the ballast particles
increase the shear strength of the complete track bed and the risk of particle breakage.
Further, a balance between bearing capacity and drainage needs to be achieved. High
bearing capacity requires that the ballast particles are angular and well-graded2, but
this may lead to poor drainage caused by inltration and fouling [7]. Typically, coarse-
sized, angular-shaped, non-cohesive and uniformly-graded granular material is used to
support the track superstructure [8]. Indraratna et al. [11] presented a review of track
geotechnology considering the inuence of increasing speeds and axle loads.
3.2 Sub-ballast
The sub-ballast is an intermediate granular layer to prevent the intermixing of ballast
and subgrade, provide eective drainage and avoid frost penetration. Common suit-
able sub-ballast materials are broadly-graded natural or crushed sand-gravel mixtures
[7]. Geotextile or geosynthetic reinforcements can be applied in this layer to strengthen
its capability, see Indraratna et al. [11].
3.3 Subgrade
The subgrade is the platform upon which the track structure is constructed. Its main
function is to provide a stable foundation for the sub-ballast and ballast layers. Subgrade
conditions can vary over a wide range depending on the geological environment and the
conditions at the construction site. The subgrade can for example be soft clay, sand or
sti rock [7]. The soil conditions of the layered subgrade determine the wave speeds of the
ground and the fundamental track resonance frequency [12]. A review on the dynamic
behaviour and stability of the soil foundation in heavy-haul railway tracks is given by La-
zorenko et al. [13]. The soil increases in volume when saturated or frozen, leading to an
uplift deformation of the track. Silty soil reduces the bearing capacity. For ne-dispersed
soil, progressive shear deformation can occur under repeated trac loading, where the
soil is gradually squeezed out in the direction of lower resistance. Intensive plastic defor-
mation of subgrade can lead to the formation of ballast pockets [14]. Preventive measures,
such as adding protective layers (reinforcement layers, water-proong layers, separating
layers, frost protection layers and vibration protection layers), improving the soil quality
1Fouling is when the gaps between ballast particles are being lled with particles smaller than 6 mm
in diameter. Fouling can be caused by various sources: sleeper wear, ballast breakdown, inltration from
the ballast surface or from underlying layers and alleviation due to frost, see Selig & Waters [7].
2Ballast gradation determines the particle size distribution. Well-graded granular material contains
a good representation of all particle sizes from large to small and is characterised by high density,
low void content, good interlocking and low permeability. Poorly-graded granular material is equal to
uniformly-graded material in the sense that most of the particles are of about the same size and are
characterised by low contact area, poor interlocking, low density and high void content.Gap-graded, also
called broadly-graded, granular material can be either a well-graded or poorly-graded soil lacking one or
more intermediate sizes within the range of gradation [10]
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(mixing of soils, modication with cement, polymer or limestone) or reinforcing the soil
structure (pile reinforcement, prefabricated vertical drain) are discussed extensively by
Lazorenko et al. [13]. According to Peplow et al. [8], despite many studies to understand
the behaviour of soil in a railway foundation, very little can be done to alter the soil
properties during works of maintenance.
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4 Mechanisms of track settlement
Models for the prediction of track settlement have been reviewed by Dahlberg [15]. Two
major phases in the settlement of ballasted track can be distinguished: (1) the rapid
settlement directly after tamping followed by (2) a slower settlement phase. The rapid
settlement phase is caused by volume reduction due to rearrangement and consolidation
of the granular material. The slower settlement phase can for example be approximated
as linear with the number of load cycles (see e.g. Sato [16]), or as logarithmic (see
e.g. Alva-Hurtado & Selig [17] and Shenton [18]). The modelling of track settlement is
described in Chapter 8.
Dahlberg [15] summarised several mechanisms explaining the ballast and subgrade
behaviour in the second (slower) settlement phase:
 Volume reduction caused by particle rearrangement due to repeated train loading
 Volume reduction caused by particle breakdown; i.e. ballast particles may fracture
(divided into two or more pieces) due to the loading
 Volume reduction caused by abrasive wear; i.e. originally cornered stones become
rounded, thus occupying less space
 Penetration of sub-ballast and/or subgrade into ballast voids
 Inelastic recovery at unloading or stress removal
 Movement of ballast and subgrade particles away from under the sleepers causes
the sleepers to sink into the ballast/subgrade
For most tracks, Selig & Waters [7] stated that the degradation of the ballast and
sub-ballast layers is the main source of track settlement between maintenance operations.
The contributions from dierent parts of the substructure to the total track settlement
under cyclic trac loading are sketched in Figure 4.1. Necessary conditions for the ballast
layer to be the main source of track settlement are: (1) the existence of a separation layer
between the coarse ballast and the ne subgrade, (2) a suciently strong sub-ballast and
subgrade combination, and (3) good drainage of water entering from the surface. In other
situations, the track maintenance cycles could instead be dictated by subgrade problems.
Subgrade failure can evolve in several ways:
 Excessive progressive settlement and progressive shear failure due to cyclic trac
loading
 Consolidation of settlement and massive shear failure under the combined weights
of train, track superstructure, ballast and sub-ballast
 Volume change caused by moisture
 Frost heave and thaw softening
Ballasted track has a property that may lead to that the long-term geometry from
before the maintenance is returned (this is sometimes referred to as ballast memory). Fig-
ure 4.2 illustrates an example of track geometry before and after tamping [7]. Although
the track can be levelled after ballast maintenance, due to the non-uniform initial quality
of the individual track components, faults in track geometry may develop at dierent
rates. In [19], it was observed that track geometry after maintenance did not return
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to the quality of the track before the previous tamping and that the degradation rate
increased with each maintenance intervention. If the track is of good inherent quality,
it takes a longer time for the track to deteriorate to the level when the next tamping is
required. The results from triaxial tests of granular material have been used to establish
an aggregate index to predict deformation and breakdown of ballast under cyclic loading
[8].
Figure 4.1: Principle sketch of substructure contributions to track settlement. From [7]
Figure 4.2: Measured longitudinal level of rail head prole over time, illustrating that track
geometry after 133 weeks of trac has inherited its geometry from the premaintenance geometry
(geometry before tamping). From [7]
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5 Irregularities in track geometry and sti-
ness
Non-uniform track settlement, where the level of settlement varies along the track, leads
to irregularities in both track geometry and track stiness. In this thesis, the non-uniform
track settlement is referred to as dierential settlement. Irregularities in track geometry
are generally classied into four major categories, see Andersson et al. [20]. Longitudinal
level is the mean value of the vertical irregularities of the left and right rails, whereas
line irregularity is the mean value of the lateral irregularities of the left and right rails.
Further, cant irregularity is the deviation from the nominal cant, while gauge irregularity
is the deviation from the nominal track gauge, see Figure 5.1.
It is important to characterise and quantify the quality of track3 after its construction
and after maintenance. In this context, the standard deviation of the track irregularity
in a given wavelength interval and over a given distance is commonly used as a track
quality index4. The wavelengths of track geometry irregularities are classied in three
intervals according to the European standard EN 13848-5 [21]:
 D1: short wavelength range 3m <  < 25m
 D2: medium wavelength range 25m <  < 70m
 D3: long wavelength range 70m <  < 150m for longitudinal level and 70m <  <
200m for line irregularity
Figure 5.1: Denition of track irregularities: longitudinal level, line, cant irregularity and gauge.
From [20]
3Track geometry quality is one of the main factors that relates to maintenance planning. It is dened
in EN 13848-5 [21] as an assessment of the deviation from the mean or designed geometrical characteristics
of specied parameters in the vertical and lateral track planes, which give rise to safety concerns and/or
have a correlation with ride quality.
4Track quality index (TQI) is the value that characterises track geometry quality of a track section
based on parameters and measuring methods compliant with the EN 13848 series. Indices used to assess
track quality, described in EN 13848-6 [22], are based on: (1) extreme values of isolated geometry defects
represented by the deviation from the mean value to the peak value, or from zero to the peak value; (2)
standard deviation over a dened length (typically 200 m and in a given wavelength range), representing
the variation of a signal over a given track section in relation to the mean value of this signal over the
considered section; (3) mean value.
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If the level of compaction is not uniform, or if the material properties of the track
substructure vary along the track, there will be an initial dierential settlement directly
after construction or tamping leading to irregularities in track geometry. These irregu-
larities in geometry (and stiness) induce a dynamic loading under repeated train trac
that may result in further dierential settlement. According to Frohling [23], in the
low-frequency range, the spatially varying track settlement contributes signicantly to
irregularities in longitudinal level and cant.
Dierential track settlement typically leads to a consolidated track substructure and
a spatially varying track stiness. The vertical stiness of a railway track is determined
by the combined resilience of rails, rail pads, sleepers, under-sleeper pads (USP), bal-
last, subballast and subgrade [24]. The variation in stiness along the track will induce
dynamic wheel{rail contact forces and vibrations. The rate of degradation of track com-
ponents and the rate of track settlement will depend on the severity of the stiness
variation [25]. The inuence of vertical track stiness variation on track settlement has
been investigated by Frohling [23]. A guide for track stiness including measurement
techniques, modelling methods, problems caused by track stiness variation in dierent
sections of railway track and their potential remedies have been summarised by Powrie
& Le Pen [26].
Locations that are particularly prone to high track stiness variations are rail joints,
transition zones and S&Cs:
Rail joint At a rail joint, the loading of the gap between the two rails jointed by sh
plates typically results in a dipped joint that induces dynamic loads leading to
rail degradation and track settlement. The joint leads to a sudden variation in
dynamic track stiness because of the change in bending and shear stinesses over
the jointed rail and the added weight from the sh plates [27].
Transition zone The vertical track stiness may change at transitions in the track
substucture, such as at the transition from a ballasted track to a bridge or from a
slab track to a ballasted track. This often leads to problems with dierential track
settlement on the ballasted track side, see Li & Davis [28], Coelho et al. [29] and
Wang et al. [30].
S&C S&Cs contain several irregularities both in terms of geometry and stiness. In the
switch panel, there is a variation in rail geometry to allow for the wheels to transfer
from the stock rail to the switch rail. In the crossing panel, a discontinuity exists
in the rail prole between wing rail and nose rail. Besides the kinematic aspects of
turnout irregularities, the variation in turnout stiness is signicant. The sleepers
(bearers) have dierent lengths and dierent spacings. The track stiness at the
left and right rails is dierent due to the asymmetry of the turnout design. The
variation in rail proles in the switch and crossing panels leads to variations in rail
bending stiness and mass. These abrupt changes in track geometry, stiness and
mass can lead to the excitation of transient and high-frequency vibrations in the
train{track dynamic system.
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When dierential track settlement evolves, the phenomenon of voided sleepers (hang-
ing sleepers) may occur. This means that the sleeper is partially supported or not sup-
ported by the ballast. The track stiness at voided sleepers is lower than at the adjacent
supported sleepers. Each passing wheel may generate an impact load between the sleeper
and the ballast (if sleeper{ballast contact occurs due to the wheel load) and further track
degradation, see Augustin & Gudehus [31], Bezin et al. [32], Zhang et al. [33] and Nielsen
& Li [34].
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6 Field and laboratory measurements
The rst part of this section is dedicated to the measurements of track irregularity, track
settlement and track stiness. The second part is on the measurement of properties of
granular materials.
6.1 Track irregularity and track stiness
To measure track irregularity and track stiness, eld measurements (also called in-
situ tests) are commonly used. Berggren [35] categorised the measuring techniques into
standstill measurements and rolling measurements.
6.1.1 Standstill measurements
In standstill measurements, sleepers and/or rails are instrumented with displacement
transducers or accelerometers and the response during the passage of a train is measured.
The sensor types include lasers, multidepth deectometers, accelerometers, high-speed
lm cameras with digital image correlation (DIC), velocity transducers (geophones), etc.
A review of available technologies and methods is given by Powrie & Le Pen [26]. Some
important measurement results are summarised below.
Frohling [23] used an instrumented test train to measure the degradation of track
stiness and track geometry on a track section of a heavy-haul line in South Africa.
Multidepth deectometers were used to determine the stiness of dierent substructure
layers. A high correlation between spatially varying track stiness and dierential track
settlement was found. A motivation for the work in the current thesis is to develop
simulation methods that account for the spatially varying track stiness (in longitudinal
and lateral directions) of a railway turnout.
In the EU project TURNOUTS [36], measurements were conducted on dierent types
of urban turnouts to evaluate various designs to reduce wheel{rail impact forces, such as
a geometry modication of the gauge corner in the switch panel and the implementation
of a swingnose crossing. Improved ride comfort and reduced maintenance needs were
reported. The study also found a low sensitivity to dierent wheel proles or worn
wheels when using the swingnose crossing. The measured results were used to calibrate
two models for simulation of dynamic vehicle{track interaction and ground vibration,
respectively, see Bruni et al. [37].
Wan et al. [38] investigated the eect of crossing geometry on the dynamic behaviour
of a turnout. It was observed that poor crossing geometry before grinding resulted in a
higher maximum vertical acceleration of the crossing nose. The lateral acceleration was
lower in magnitude than the vertical acceleration and less sensitive to the variation in
crossing geometry.
Paix~ao et al. [39] carried out eld measurements to investigate the eect of USPs
at a transition zone onto a bridge. The results indicated that the USPs inuence the
dynamic behaviour of the track, increasing its vertical exibility and amplifying both rail
displacements and sleeper accelerations.
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Wang et al. [30] used a DIC device to measure rail vertical displacements at multiple
points in a transition zone. The study provided methods for long-term monitoring and
quality assessment of dierential settlement in transition zones.
Le Pen et al. [40] also used a DIC device to monitor the vertical displacement of
sleepers at a level crossing, where unsupported and hanging sleepers were identied on
locations close to the crossing. Further, the inuence of implementing soft or medium
stiness USPs in a turnout was measured in [41]. As expected, the measurements also
showed that for elongated sleepers, soft USPs led to larger sleeper vertical displacements
and sleeper bending. The displacements can be reduced by casting or gluing a modied
roughened facing on the side of the USP towards the bottom of the sleeper.
In the standstill measurements reported by Jonsson et al. [42], the unloaded vertical
track geometry of 1:15 and 1:14 turnouts on ballast relative to a xed reference point
was monitored. The inuence of climate conditions and the choice of reference point
for standstill measurements on the quantatitive results of dierential settlement at the
railway crossing was discussed.
In the work of Oscarsson [43], eld measurements of sleeper support stiness and
dynamic behaviour of railway track were performed at two test sites in Sweden. A large
scatter in the support stiness of ballast/subgrade was observed. Similar results were
reported by Le Pen et al. [44], where the track support stiness at 209 adjacent sleepers
of a high-speed ballasted track was measured.
6.1.2 Rolling measurements
In rolling measurements, the track stiness is measured with a track recording car con-
tinuously along the track [35]. In Sweden, the Rolling Stiness Measurement Vehicle
(RSMV) was designed to measure the dynamic track stiness for frequencies up to 50Hz
[35]. The RSMV is a rebuilt two-axle freight wagon that excites the track using two oscil-
lating masses above one of the ordinary wheel axles. Track stiness is determined based
on the measured force and acceleration, see Figure 6.1. Alternatively, track stiness
can be measured using a track geometry recording car STRIX/IMV100/IMV200 [19, 45],
extended with sensors to measure rail vertical displacement at dierent distances from
the wheels. This system allows for measurement of longitudinal level in both loaded
and unloaded conditions to determine the track stiness. Studies that utilised the above
methods for measuring track geometry and dynamic track stiness at S&Cs and on the
heavy-haul line in Sweden are listed below.
In Kassa & Nielsen [46], the RSMV was used to measure the vertical dynamic track
stiness along a turnout. Further, lateral and vertical wheel{rail contact forces were
measured using a wheelset instrumented with strain gauges mounted on the wheel discs.
The inuences of train speed, trac direction and route on the magnitude and position
of the maximum lateral contact force in the diverging route of the switch panel, as
well as on the maximum vertical contact force in the crossing panel, were investigated.
The measured contact forces were compared with simulations. Both measurements and
numerical simulations showed an increase in the maximum lateral contact force with
increasing train speed in both the facing and trailing moves. The travelling route (main
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or diverging) was found to have a large inuence on the maximum vertical contact force
at the crossing.
In Palsson & Nielsen [47], measurement data from RSMV was used to calibrate the
track models of two Swedish turnouts with an implementation of soft or sti rail pads.
The measurements were performed for trac in both the through and diverging routes,
and in the facing and trailing moves. The study found that impact loads on the crossing
can be reduced by using more resilient rail pads. In the EU project INNOTRACK [48,
49], the dynamic track stiness was also measured with this method.
In Bolmsvik et al. [50], eld measurements of wheel{rail contact forces and sleeper
bending moment were evaluated for two 60E1-760-1:15 turnouts at Harad and Eslov,
Sweden. The turnout in Eslov featured softer rail pads (stiness of 120 kN/mm) com-
pared to the stier conguration in Harad (a factor of ten times stier). In parallel,
the RSMV was used to measure the track stiness per rail along the turnout. A nite
element model of the complete turnout was validated in [50] by comparing calculated
and measured sleeper bending moments. In Paper A and Paper B, the track model is
based on the Harad data, while in Paper C and Paper D, the model is based on the
conditions at the Eslov turnout.
In Nielsen et al. [19], the data measured by STRIX/IMV100 was used to analyse
the track stiness on a section of the Swedish heavy-haul line and the track geometry
degradation from 1999 to 2016. A correlation between measured track stiness gradient
and dierential settlement was reported. It was shown that recurrent severe local track
geometry irregularities often occur on track sections where there is a combination of a low
magnitude and a high gradient in the substructure stiness. Measures such as upgrading
of the ballast and subgrade layers were recommended as a more cost-ecient option to
improve track geometry in the long-term.
In Khouy et al. [51], the longitudinal level of a turnout on the Swedish heavy-haul line
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Figure 6.1: Measurement principle of RSMV. From [35]
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was measured at predened time intervals using the STRIX/IMV100 track measurement
car. The proposed measurement method was used to determine the growth rate of the
longitudinal level degradation as a function of million gross tonnes (time).
6.2 Properties of granular material
Depending on the dimensions of the test sample, laboratory tests on granular material
can be sorted into simple triaxial tests and full-scale tests.
6.2.1 Triaxial tests
In a triaxial test, the test sample only includes a small section or part of the track
substructure (ballast, sub-ballast and subgrade). The sample is processed and put into a
triaxial test container, subjected to a conning pressure. A vertical load with controlled
magnitude and frequency is applied at the top of the specimen. The size of a triaxial
test is decided by the representative volume of the material sample.
Early experimental studies with a repeated load on a granular material were performed
by Raymond & Williams [52]. The results were used to generate an aggregate index to
predict deformation and breakage. Triaxial tests by Suiker & Selig [53] were used to
study the static and dynamic responses of ballast material. It was found that under
cyclic loading, the granular materials reveal a strong tendency to compact, even if the
applied stress level is close to the static failure strength of the material. This compaction
behaviour generally causes a signicant increase of the material stiness. Indraratna et
al. [54] used data from a large triaxial test to establish a nonlinear relationship between
the shear strength, the angle of internal friction, dilatation rate and degree of particle
crushing at dierent levels of conning pressure and principle stress ratios.
Settlement inuenced by particle breakage and conning pressure was studied in Lack-
enby et al. [55]. It was found that there exists an optimum range of conning pressure
for each considered deviatoric stress. A low conning pressure can lead to excessive axial
deformation and particle breakage. For tracks subjected to high axle loads, the lateral
pressure should be increased to prevent excess settlement. Indraratna et al. [56] inves-
tigated the inuence of ballast fouling. The study suggested that fouled ballast has less
particle breakage due to increased particle contact area and reduced maximum contact
pressure. In some studies, the results of triaxial tests have been used to calibrate material
models of ballast or to validate discrete element models, see e.g. Li & McDowell [57].
Image analysis techniques have been used to measure the three-dimensional stress eld
of granular material during loading and unloading, cf. Dijkstra et al. [58, 59].
Many triaxial tests have shown that there are indications of the existence of a threshold
stress ratio, below which the permanent strain does not grow, and beyond which the
material experiences incremental collapse or gradual failure, see Lekarp [60], Werkmeister
et al. [61], Garcia-Rojo & Herrmann [62]. The threshold stress ratio is related to the
shakedown limit, a concept that is used in the material model implemented in Paper B.
Sun et al. [63] investigated the inuence of train speed (represented by the frequency of
the applied loading) using a large-scale triaxial test. It was found that the shakedown
characteristics of granular materials were dependent on the frequency of the loading.
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For track on high-speed lines, an increasing conning pressure helped to prevent ballast
breakdown.
6.2.2 Full-scale tests
Full-scale laboratory tests require a test rig with such dimensions that a track section
corresponding to several sleeper bays can be accommodated. The test rig is often capa-
ble of accommodating one or multiple sleeper segments and adjusting the depth of the
substructure.
Baessler & Ruecker [64] used a geotechnical test rig to study the inuence of the
minimum magnitude load during cyclic loading on track settlement. The study showed
that the ballast layer is subjected to increased settlement at the presence of a threshold
vertical load level during unloading. This implies that high dynamic loading such as
above voided sleepers or due to track irregularities, can lead to a higher rate of track
settlement.
Abadi et al. [65] carried out cyclic loading tests in the Southampton Railway Testing
Facility. The test consisted of a laboratory apparatus representing a single sleeper bay
under plain strain conditions. Various designs, such as improving the ballast grading,
reducing the ballast shoulder slope, the adoption of dierent sleeper types and modi-
cations to the sleeper/ballast interface, were investigated. It was concluded that the
use of ner ballast gradings and a shallower shoulder slope has the potential to reduce
maintenance requirements.
In Paper B, measurement data from a laboratory test at CEDEX in Spain [66] is
used to calibrate and verify a cycle-domain constitutive model of a granular material.
The rail track accelerated testing facility at CEDEX includes a 21 m long, 5 m wide
and 4 m deep box to accommodate the track substructure. Complete railway actuator
cylinders, separated 1.5 m from each other, are deployed to apply loads on the rails over
seven consecutive sleepers. For the long-lasting test, track substructure status has been
examined corresponding to 200 000 freight axle passages per day.
Figure 6.2: Assembly of geotechnical test rig at CEDEX. From [66]
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7 Simulation of dynamic vehicle{turnout in-
teraction
The rst step in a numerical prediction of dierential track settlement is to simulate the
dynamic vehicle{track interaction, as the cyclic loading of the track system is the main
cause to track settlement.
In this chapter, the general principles of the dynamic excitation by the wheel load is
illustrated, followed by a description of the wheel{rail kinematics in the crossing panel.
Then the dierent parts of the simulation methodology applied in this thesis are ex-
plained in the following order: time integration methods, track model, wheelset model
and wheel{rail contact models.
7.1 Wheel load excitation
The wheel loads applied on the track by the moving rail vehicles are composed of a static
load and a dynamic component superimposed on the static load. The deformation of
the rail and the load distribution in the track due to a static wheel{rail contact force
is sketched in Figure 7.1. It is commonly assumed [7] that the sleeper directly below
the wheel{rail contact supports around 50% of the wheel load, while the two adjacent
sleepers on each side of the wheel support around 25% each (the true fractions of the
load are dependent on track properties, such as the type of rail and the stiness of rail
pads and ballast/subgrade). Further away from the wheel load, a small uplift of the rail
may exist due to rail bending. If the uplifting force is not compensated for by the weight
of the track superstructure and by frictional forces from the ballast applied on the sides
of the sleeper, one or a few sleepers may lift momentarily. The longitudinal motion of
the wheel will lead to a cyclic loading of the track. The track deterioration is inuenced
by the magnitudes of the dynamic wheel{rail contact forces induced by wheel/track
irregularities and the vehicle{track interaction [67]. The trac-induced stresses in the
substructure can transfer as deep down as ve metres below the bottom surface of the
sleepers [7]. Some studies on the inuence of the vehicle loading on track settlement are
shortly reviewed below.
According to Iwnicki et al. [68], tracks carrying fast and heavy trains require more
frequent maintenance. Stichel [69] estimated that freight trac causes 90   95% of the
total track deterioration on Swedish main lines. A review on dynamic behaviour and
stability of soil foundation in heavy-haul railway tracks was presented by Lazorenko et
al. [13]. The review concluded that the track degradation process accelerates under high
axial loads.
Ishida & Suzuki [70] studied the eects of train speed, unsprung mass, and the distance
between the leading and trailing axles of a bogie on track settlement. It was suggested
that if the distance between the axles is less than 4 m, the interaction between the
axles must be taken into consideration. The interacting eect of the axles increases with
increasing speed, but the unsprung mass has little inuence on the interaction between
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the axles. This eect is also observed in Paper A, where between the passages of the
leading and trailing wheelsets of each bogie, the sleeper{ballast contact pressure does not
recover to zero as it does between the trailing axle of the leading bogie and the leading
axle of the trailing bogie. The inuence of train speed, braking/acceleration and heavy
axle load on stresses in the track substructure has been investigated by Yang et al. [71].
It was shown that train acceleration/braking may increase shear stresses and horizontal
displacements in the soil. With the presence of unsupported sleepers, the soil stress below
the adjacent sleepers tend to increase in the ballast and sub-ballast layers, but becomes
insignicant with increasing depth.
High dynamic wheel{rail impact loads can also be generated by wheel out-of-roundness.
This problem has been addressed by Bezin et al. [72] and Nielsen & Johansson [73, 74].
Super-	
structure	
Deflected Rail Profile 
Sub-ballast 
Subgrade 
Ballast 
Rail  
Sleeper 
Sub-	
structure	
Figure 7.1: Schematic wheel load distribtuion in the track structure under a static wheel load.
From [7]
7.2 Kinematics in the crossing panel
A wheel passing over the crossing in the facing move (from the switch panel towards the
crossing panel) will rst make contact with the wing rail. The wheel{rail contact then
moves towards the eld side of the wheel prole. For a typical conical wheel prole, the
rolling radius decreases and the wheel moves downwards unless the wing rail is elevated.
When the wheel reaches and makes contact with the vertically inclined crossing nose, the
contact load is transferred from the wing rail to the crossing nose. The rolling radius
will then increase as the new contact point is closer to the wheel ange, see Figure 7.2.
The dynamic vehicle{track interaction typically results in an impact load on the crossing
nose as the downward motion of the vertical wheel trajectory is reversed and the wheel
is accelerated upwards by the vertically inclined crossing nose.
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Figure 7.2: Rail conguration at a crossing illustrating parts of one wing rail and one crossing
nose. The crossing transition takes place close to the theoretical crossing point (TCP) of the
turnout. From [4]
7.3 Time integration methods
Models for simulation of dynamic vehicle{track interaction are reviewed by Knothe &
Grassie [75] and by Popp et al. [76]. Generally, these are divided into frequency-domain
and time-domain models. Frequency-domain models are restricted to linear systems and
steady-state harmonic excitation. The vehicle and track responses are assumed to be
stationary, implying that transient or singular events such as caused by rail discontinuities,
voided sleepers or variation in track stiness cannot be treated [75]. Time-domain models,
on the other hand, can account for dierent non-linearities in the vehicle{track system but
at a higher cost in computation time. This section is dedicated to dierent approaches
of modelling the vehicle{track interaction in the time domain. Special focus is drawn
to a methodology based on the use of impulse response functions (Green's functions) to
describe the dynamics of wheelset and track. This methodology is used in Paper C and
Paper D.
7.3.1 Finite element model
One way to compute the vehicle{track interaction in the time domain is to use nite
element analysis to solve the transient problem. Two main classes of integration schemes
exist, namely explicit and implicitmethods [77]. In an implicit scheme, the state of a given
time step is dependent on quantities from previous time steps and the current time step.
Backward Euler time integration is commonly used to discretize the equations of motion
[77]. The implicit scheme is unconditionally stable, thus allowing for large time steps. For
nonlinear contact problems, the solution generally has to be solved iteratively to satisfy
all the contact conditions and the force/moment equilibrium. In commercial software
such as ABAQUS [78], if convergence cannot be reached within a reasonable number of
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iterations, the time increment is decreased and further attempts are made. For a case with
a three-dimensional model with nonlinear material and a large number of possible contact
points in changing contact conditions (rolling contact), the implicit method may result
in extremely small time increments and convergence diculties. The implicit method
has been used in Paper B, where a cycle-domain viscoplastic constitutive model for the
track substructure is applied and explored for three-dimensional continuum modelling
of ballast settlement with the objective to account for longitudinal variations in load,
structure and material properties.
The explicit methods, on the other hand, solve the second time-derivative of the un-
known displacements by considering the mass matrix as a 'lumped' diagonal matrix. The
forward Euler discretization scheme is commonly used in which the state of the system
at a given time increment is computed from the state of the system at the previous time
increment [77]. The necessary time increment is independent of the number of contact
points and the complexity of the contact conditions. Due to this reason, the calculation
of each increment using the explicit scheme is relatively inexpensive compared with using
an implicit increment on a similar size model. For rolling contact and dynamic vehicle{
track interaction problems where the high-frequency dynamics is important, the explicit
method is the preferred alternative. However, the explicit method is only conditionally
stable and small time steps are required [79]. To calculate the wheel{rail contact stress
in the contact patch, the circumference of the wheel and a section of the rail must be
discretized by a dense mesh, resulting in a high computational cost for a long distance
simulation of wheel{rail contact [79].
7.3.2 Green's functions
In an integration scheme based on the concept of Green's functions, the vehicle and track
are modelled as separate subsystems that interact through the wheel{rail contact forces.
The dynamic response of a linear system subjected to general excitation can be solved
using the convolution integral method. The theory of the convolution integral is provided
in the book for foundamentals of structural dynamics by Craig & Kurdila [80]. An
illustration of the method was given by Andersson [79]. The illustrated example of a
suspended mass oscillating due to a unit impulse acting over a short time is repeated
here. Consider a one-DOF system with a mass m connected to a linear spring k and
subjected to an impulse load F (t) in time period td. If the system is initially at rest, the
equation of motion can be written as:
mu+ ku =
(
F (t) 0  t  td
0 t > td
(7.1)
u(0) = _u(0) = 0 (7.2)
where u is the unknown displacement, _u and u are the rst and second time derivatives.
Integrating Equation 7.1 over the time interval [0, td] yields
m _u(td) + kuavgtd =
Z td
0
F (t)dt; 0  t  td (7.3)
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where uavg is the average displacement. When td is innitely small (td ! 0; td = 0+),
Equation 7.3 becomes
m _u(0+) = I (7.4)
where I =
R td
0
F (t)dt. Thus, the initial conditions for time interval t > td are derived as
_u(0+) =
I
m
(7.5)
u(0+) = 0 (7.6)
The solution to Equations 7.1 to 7.5 yields
u(t) =
I
m!n
sin(!nt) (7.7)
where !n =
p
k=m is the natural angular frequency.
By setting I = 1, the unit impulse response function, also called the Green's function,
denoted as G(t) is obtained as
G(t) =
1
m!n
sin(!nt) (7.8)
When the mass is subjected to an entire load history, the total displacement response
at an arbitrary time point t is obtained as a superposition of all impulse responses from
the previous time steps.
dI = F ()d (7.9)
du(t) = G(t  )dI (7.10)
u(t) =
Z t
0
F ()G(t  )d (7.11)
For the track, to account for the motion of the wheel loads, the moving Green's
functions are derived by a systematic sampling from a set of inverse Fourier transforms
that are based on complex-valued frequency response functions or FRFs (denoted as
g(f), where f stands for frequency), see Pieringer [81] for a detailed explanation. The
frequency response functions describe the response in one point of the dynamic system
when subjected to a harmonic excitation in the same position (direct receptance) or at
another position (cross receptances).
For the track model in Paper C and Paper D, a so-called moving Green's function
methodology is applied to account for the motion of the vehicle model along the track.
This approach has previously been utilised for simulation of vehicle{track dynamics under
the excitation by discrete rail supports [82], rail irregularities [83] and unstable vibrations
of the vehicle [84, 85], and for the prediction of squeal noise [81, 86] and rolling contact
fatigue damage [79] on standard track. Further it has been used in [87] for the prediction
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of impact noise at railway crossings. A detailed explanation of the moving Green's
function and how it is assembled can be found in Pieringer [81]. The scheme is briey
illustrated below.
Considering the discretely supported track model in Figure 7.3 and a constant vehicle
speed v, the points ; ;  and  etc. correspond to the longitudinal positions of xn =
x0 + vnt, where n = 0; 1; 2; 3;   Ng is the number of sampling points. The ordinary
Green's functions Gx0;xn(t) are obtained from the point and cross receptances gx0;xn(f)
via their inverse Fourier transforms
Gx0;xn(t) = F 1(gx0;xn(f)) (7.12)
The moving Green's function Gv(x0; t) is a superposition of samples from the series
of ordinary Green's functions calculated from the points that represent a load moving at
train speed v away from the excitation. The total number of sampling points Ng should
satisfy that at Ngt, the Green's functions at x0 of the structure have decayed to almost
zero.
According to Equation 7.11, the rail displacement beneath the wheel can be expressed
as
R(t) =
Z t
0
Q()Gv(v; t  )d (7.13)
Note that the dynamic response is considered at the wheel's current position, as the
Figure 7.3: Schematic illustration of assembly of Green's function. Sleeper mass ms, rail pad
stiness and damping kp; cp and ballast stiness and damping kb; cb. Vehicle speed v, time
discretisation t. Points ; ; ;  correspond to longitudinal positions x = x0 + 0vt, x =
x0+1vt, x = x0+2vt, and x = x0+3vt. g
x0;,gx0;,gx0;, and gx0; stand for point and
cross receptances. Gx0;,Gx0;,Gx0;, and Gx0; stand for ordinary Green's functions. Figure
generated by Peter Torstensson
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displacement of the rail beneath the wheel is typically of primary interest. The time
discretisation in Paper C and Paper D is determined by the mesh size in the potential
wheel{rail contact area and the vehicle speed. For a periodic track model, such as a
nominal track, one separate Green's function needs to be calculated for each excitation
position within one sleeper bay. For a non-periodic track model, such as one representing
a railway crossing, one separate Green's function needs to be calculated for each excitation
position along the complete crossing. The work ow for the simulations in Paper C and
Paper D is shown in Figure 7.4.
The procedure of modal decomposition can be used to save computational cost in the
calculation of receptances. To account for the non-proportional distribution of damping,
a complex-valued modal synthesis method is required to decouple the equations of motion,
see Abrahamsson [88] and Nielsen [89]. This method was employed in Paper C for the
track model of the crossing panel and in Paper D also for the exible wheelset.
Wheel and track models represented by Green's functions can be applied in combina-
Finite element model 
of wheelset and track 
Pre-processing 
Calculate Green’s functions of 
wheelset and track 
Wheel Track Contact algorithm Hertz or Kalker 
Post processing 
sleeper–ballast 
contact pressure 
GW GR,vξRξW
Q(t) Q(t)
GR,S
p(t)
Q(t)
Figure 7.4: Flow chart describing the in-house vehicle{track interaction software. GW denotes
the Green's functions of the wheelset, GR;v the moving Green's functions of the track and GR;S
the Green's functions between the rail and the sleeper. At a given time t, R and W denote
displacements of the rail and the wheel, Q the wheel{rail contact force and p the sleeper{ballast
contact pressure. The dynamic vehicle{track interaction is solved online inside the grey box.
The Green's functions of the wheel, the rails and the sleepers are solved in a preprocessor. The
sleeper{ballast contact pressure is calculated in a post processing step
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tion with dierent models of the wheel{rail contact (such as Hertzian contact of Kalker's
variational method) without changing the formulation of the interaction model, see [81].
The model can be used to account for the high-frequency dynamics of the wheelset and
the corssing panel. However, in this application, any nonlinearity in the vehicle{track
system is isolated to the wheel{rail contact. In each time step of the contact detection
algorithm, the lateral position of the wheelset centre is prescribed, but the contact po-
sitions on the wheel and rail prole are not, allowing for an accurate prediction of the
wheel transition between wing rail and crossing nose. This is a reasonable assumption
when only the vertical dynamics is of interest, as is the case for track settlement in a rail-
way crossing. Since the method is restricted to linear systems, nonlinearities in the track
model such as unsupported sleepers or non-linear track substructure properties cannot
be incorporated in the Green's function representation.
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7.4 Track models
In a simulation of dynamic vehicle{track interaction, the level of detail required for the
track model is determined by the frequency range of interest [90]. In the survey [75, 76],
several highly-damped resonances in the track system are discussed. Some of the major
comments are summarised below.
For a layered track structure on top of a subgrade which is less sti than the ballast
and sub-ballast, a track resonance may appear in the frequency range 20 { 40 Hz. In this
frequency range, the resonance is mainly determined by the soil conditions. In order to
capture this resonance in a track model, the inertia (mass) of the subgrade needs to be
accounted for. This resonance may be called embankment vibration. This subject has
been investigated by Oscarsson [43].
In the frequency range 50 { 300 Hz, there is another track resonance where the track
superstructure (rail and sleeper) is vibrating on the ballast and the subgrade support.
The rails and sleepers are vibrating in phase on the support stiness.
In the frequency range 200 { 600 Hz, there is a rail on rail pad vibration where the rails
and sleepers are vibrating out of phase. Each rail pad acts as a spring and damper inserted
between rail and sleeper. The ballast supplies most of the damping. Another signicant
track resonance (but with low damping) is the so-called pinned-pinned resonance (for a
nominal rail at around 1000 Hz), where the vibration wavelength of the rail is equal to
twice the distance of the sleeper spacing. In this case, the track substructure absorbs
little energy from the excitation.
When the non-linear characteristics of the track structure are taken into account (in
particular, the properties of rail pads, ballast and subgrade are non-linear), the properties
of the track are not only a function of frequency but also of the amplitude of the load
excitation [91].
7.4.1 Moving track model
A so-called moving track model is represented by a co-following mass-spring-damper
system that is coupled to each wheelset in the vehicle model. A common type of moving
track model used in several software for simulation of low-frequency vehicle dynamics
(e.g. GENSYS [92]) consists of two rails with neglected inertia that are attached to one
track mass by spring-damper elements in the lateral and vertical directions to account for
the dynamic stiness of rails and rail pads. The remaining track exibility is represented
by spring-damper elements that connect the track mass to a rigid ground. Some studies
where a moving track model has been used for simulation of vehicle{turnout interaction
are reviewed below.
Kassa & Nielsen [46] studied the applicability of the moving track model (GENSYS)
for low-frequency train{turnout interaction by comparing the results with measured lat-
eral and vertical wheel-rail contact forces. It was concluded that the GENSYS model
is useful for the prediction of lateral contact forces in the switch panel, as a three-
dimensional model of the vehicle{track interaction can be included and simulation times
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are short.
In Palsson & Nielsen [47], two moving track models with or without the modelling of
ballast mass and stiness were compared and validated versus eld measurements, and
the inuence of rail pad stiness was studied. By including the ballast mass, the moving
track model could be tuned to capture the phase delay in dynamic track stiness at low
frequencies, which has been observed in the data from a track stiness measurement
vehicle. It was also concluded that impact loads on the crossing can be reduced by using
more resilient rail pads.
Wan et al. [93] calibrated a moving track model by comparing the calculated vertical
wheel{rail contact force at the crossing against eld measurements at three dierent train
speeds. The model was later employed for the optimisation of crossing geometry [38] and
elastic track properties [94].
In Paper A an alternative moving track model with two independent track masses
(inner track mass and outer track mass) is proposed. The track masses in the model
are decoupled in the vertical direction but rigidly coupled in the lateral direction, see
Figure 7.5. The stiness, damping and mass properties of the moving track model were
determined by equating the static track stiness, and the frequency and the magnitude of
the damped fundamental resonance calculated with the FE model with the corresponding
properties of the moving track model.
The moving track model has the advantage of simplicity and computational eciency
for simulating long-distance vehicle{track interaction. However, such models neglect the
interaction between adjacent wheelsets that is transferred through the track structure
[46]. Further, the physical properties of individual pad and fastening systems cannot be
studied quantitatively and the inuence of bending and torsion of the rails and sleepers
is not accounted for. Typically, these models are only valid up to about 20 Hz, which
is a severe restriction in the current application as the eld measurements presented by
Kassa & Nielsen [46] and Palsson & Nielsen [47] have shown that the impact load at the
crossing contains signicant contributions at high frequencies ( 20 Hz).
Figure 7.5: Track model used in Paper A with vertically (in direction z) decoupled track
masses (mt) with separate stiness and viscous damping for rail pad (k1; c1) and ballast (k2; c2).
Superscripts indicate parameters of inner and outer rails
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7.4.2 Structural model with lumped parameters
For applications where the dynamic interaction is represented by higher frequencies than
can be accounted for by a moving track model, continuous beam models of the track
with lumped parameter supports are typically applied. Such models may account for the
parametric excitation due to a vehicle moving on a discretely supported track as well as
the periodic and discrete rail irregularities induced by rail joints [95, 96], unsupported
sleepers [97] or S&C [98, 99].
For the rail model, Knothe & Grassie [75] concluded that the Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory can be used for frequencies up to about 500 Hz. Kassa & Nielsen [46] suggested
that this beam theory is sucient for the simulation of vertical dynamic vehicle{crossing
interaction. Thus Euler-Bernoulli beam theory has been used in Paper A, Paper C and
Paper D. For higher frequencies, the Rayleigh-Timoshenko (R-T) beam theory is more
accurate as it also accounts for the rotatory inertia of the beam cross-section and shear
deformation, see e.g. Nielsen & Igeland [97]. The deformation of the rail cross-section is
commonly assumed to be negligible but needs to be accounted for in calculations of rail
noise, see [81, 90]. A computationally more ecient track model representing the rails
by concentrated mass and stiness matrices can be found in Bezin et al. [32].
The rail pad and track bed are commonly modelled by spring and viscous damper
elements. The dynamic stiness and damping parameters of the pad can be determined
by tuning the calculated track receptance to the receptance measured in the eld. The
structural track model in the in-house software DIFF was developed by Nielsen & Igeland
[97]. It has been extended for vehicle{turnout calculation by Kassa et al. [98], account-
ing for variation in rail cross-sections at the turnout, and considering frequencies up to
1500Hz. Nielsen & Oscarsson [91] proposed a model accounting for the state-dependent
characteristics of the elastic properties (such as the rail pad stiness and the inuence
of unsupported sleepers). The method has been applied for the prediction of long-term
degradation of railway track geometry due to accumulated dierential settlement by
Nielsen & Li [34].
The multilayered ballasted track model proposed by Zhai et al. [100] accounts for the
interlocking and shear coupling eects among ballast particles by modelling the connec-
tion between ballast masses by shear springs and dampers. The model was extended to
account for state-dependent properties by Sun et al. [101] to map a relationship between
prescribed dierential track settlement and rail/sleeper deection. The study showed
that sleepers are likely to become unsupported when the settlement amplitude is large or
the settlement wavelength is short. The model was later modied by Guo & Zhai [102] to
include an empirical ballast settlement model for predicting long-term track settlement
and evolution of dierential settlement. A recent review on train{track{bridge interac-
tion, using structural models for the multilayered track substructure system, is given by
Zhai et al. in [103].
In [99], Grossoni et al. described the track system as a three-layer discretely supported
ballasted track, which includes the rail pad, the baseplate pad (installed between the rails
and the sleeper) and the sleeper support resilient layers. An optimisation of track stiness
was performed for the crossing panel. The objective function used in the optimisation
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was a weighted function based on predicted settlement, wear and rolling contact fatigue
(RCF) of rail foot and rail head. The risk of settlement was evaluated based on calculated
sleeper accelerations and sleeper{ballast contact pressure. The results showed that soft
rail pads can reduce settlement, wear and RCF, but tend to increase stresses in the rail
foot and rail head.
This type of structural track model has the advantage of accounting for spatially
varying and state-dependent track properties. However, to account for the continuous
variation in dynamic track properties in the switch and crossing panels, it requires the
prescription of a large number of space-variant input data and a high number of DOFs, see
for example [99, 104]. It may also be computationally expensive to incorporate a contact
model such as Kalker's variational method to represent the non-linear wheel{rail contact
mechanics in the S&C. In [105], Andersson & Dahlberg used an in-house software to
simulate high-frequency vehicle{turnout interaction using a track model with parameters
based on a FE model of the entire turnout. In [106], Al & Bruni proposed a model based
on a three-dimensional FE representation of the track and a mixed rigid/exible multi-
body description of the wheelset. The equations of motion for these two subsystems were
written separately, with wheel{rail contact forces acting as the coupling terms between
the two sets of equations, and were integrated using a time-stepping algorithm. Another
way to include the exibility of the track is to translate the exible components from
a detailed FE model to a multi-body simuliation (MBS) software using a component
mode synthesis method such as Craig-Bampton [107]. This method has been used in the
EU-project In2Rail by Palsson [108] to assess the sleeper{ballast contact pressure under
the crossing with results similar to those observed in Paper A and Paper D.
7.4.3 Continuum models
Track modelled by continuum FE elements have been employed to account for the mate-
rial behaviour of the track substructure (cf. [109{111] and Paper B) or rail and wheel
(cf. [112]).
Lundqvist & Dahlberg [109] used the explicit FE method to simulate a rigid wheel
moving along a 10-sleeper span track model including a simplied elasto-plastic material
model of the ballast/subgrade. The inuence of voided sleepers was assessed.
Wang & Markine [110] calculated track settlement in a transition zone by a two-step
procedure. The vehicle{track interaction was simulated using a three-dimensional explicit
nite element model with the rails modelled as beams supported by a layered continuum
foundation. A simplied wheel{rail contact model was applied. A similar method was
used by Varandas et al. [111] to analyse the principal stresses in the ballast during a
train passage, where the track subtructure was modelled with continuum FE elements
and moving wheel loads were applied on the rails modelled by beam elements.
The method used in Paper B takes a similar approach, where the calculated wheel{
rail contact force calculated in Paper A is mapped to the track structure and a con-
tinuum 3D FE model of the track substructure is employed to evaluate the stress-strain
condition in the track substructure including the ballast, sub-ballast and subgrade, see
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Fig. 7.6.
In [112], Pletz et al. presented a dynamic FE model to study RCF on the crossing
nose, with both the wheel and the crossing rail modelled by solid elements. The approach
can be used to investigate non-linear material behaviour of the wheel and the rail, but
due to high computational cost a limited simulation distance needs to be considered.
Coupling procedures, where the prestress and deformation due to wheel load were solved
using an implicit FE code before the dynamic simulation was continued with an explicit
FE code were employed by Cai et al [113] for analysing stresses in rails at rail joints and
by Xin & Markine for predicting RCF in a railway crossing [114].
The FE models using continuum elements and explicit time integration scheme have
several advantages. The continuum element formulation for the track superstructure and
substructure allows for a direct incorporation of non-linear and more advanced material
models. If the response of the track substructure is of main interest, the models often
constitute a simplied representation of the vehicle{track interaction. For vehicle{turnout
interaction, where the dynamic impact load at the crossing transition is of interest, a
detailed modelling of the wheel and crossing geometry is important. Due to the required
extensive computational eort, a limited length of the track needs to be considered.
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Figure 7.6: Illustration of FE model used in Paper B. Finite element discretisation, boundary
conditions and component dimensions are shown. Ballast thickness t1, sub-ballast thickness t2
and subgrade thickness t3. Track substructure dimensions W;L;D. Top view (x y plane) of the
track structure; sleeper width w, sleeper spacing d, baseplate width at the outer rails B1, baseplate
width at crossing nose B2, and crossing angle 
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7.5 Wheelset models
Depending on the frequency of interest, dierent levels of detail of the vehicle model
should be included in the simulation of vehicle{track interaction. Knothe & Grassie [75]
concluded that the vehicle dynamics is dominated by frequencies below 20 Hz. At higher
frequencies, a rigid wheelset model can satisfactorily represent the vertical excitation of
the track. This is due to the fact that the primary and secondary suspensions of the
vehicle isolate the bogie and car body from the wheelset. The unsprung mass, which
comprises the wheelset, bearings, brake discs, axle-hung traction motor and gear box is
the main contribution to the vertical dynamic excitation between wheelset and the track
at frequencies above 20 Hz. For lateral vehicle dynamics, and for models to predict rail
corrugation or noise, a model that includes the resonant behaviour and lateral exibility
of the wheelset may be required [75]. The modelling of a exible and rotating wheelset
was addressed by Torstensson [90].
In the mid- and high-frequency range (above 50 Hz), Popp et al. [115] suggested that
simple rigid multi-body models are sucient for the modelling of the car body and bogie
as the dynamic behaviour of the car body and bogie is decoupled by the soft secondary
suspensions. The elasticity of the wheelset should be taken into account for solving
acoustic problems. In many multibody dynamics software, such as GENSYS [92], the
rigid-body representations (mass, moment of inertia, position of centre of gravity) of the
car body and bogie are commonly adopted, where spring and viscous damper elements
are used to interconnect the bodies. Large rigid-body translations and rotations of the
bodies can be treated. In Paper A and Paper B, the turnout is subjected to freight
trac represented by a model of one car body and two bogies. Each bogie has non-linear
primary and secondary suspensions and two wheelsets.
In Paper C, a single rigid wheel model with a linear primary suspension (spring
and viscous damper) is applied. In Paper D, a exible wheelset model is included,
see Figure 7.7(a). The calculated point receptances for the rigid wheelset model and
the exible wheelset model are compared in Figure 7.7(d). It is observed that the rigid
model is a satisfactory approximation of the exible wheelset model up to about 150
Hz. The point and cross receptances of the exible wheelset model for excitation at the
nominal wheel{rail contact point of one wheel have also been studied, see Figure 7.7(e).
The fundamental resonance at 19 Hz, where the wheelset is vibrating on the primary
suspension stiness, is the same for the rigid and exible wheelset models. The lowest
symmetric bending mode of the wheelset is at 95 Hz, while the lowest anti-symmetric
bending mode is at 184 Hz, see Figures 7.7(b) and (c). It is observed in Paper D that
the inuence of the wheelset exibility on the calculated sleeper{ballast contact pressure
is moderate.
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Figure 7.7: (a) Flexible wheelset model of continuum hexahedral elements presented in Paper D
(b) lowest symmetric mode of the wheelset at 95 Hz, (c) lowest anti-symmetric bending mode at
184 Hz, Examples of (d) point receptance of the rigid wheelset model ( ) and exible wheelset
model ( ) and (e) point ( ) and cross ( ) receptances of the exible wheelset model, for
excitation at the nominal wheel{rail contact point
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7.6 Wheel{rail contact models
The wheel{rail contact constitutes the coupling between the vehicle and track subsystems
in the simulation of dynamic vehicle{track interaction. To accurately account for the non-
linear characteristics of the contact and the high contact stiness, very small time steps
are required, which is a main reason for the high computational cost [90]. A thorough
discussion on the topic of ecient modelling of wheel{rail contact in vehicle dynamics
simulations can be found in Sichani [116].
According to Sichani [116], the general wheel{rail contact problem constitutes two
parts: (1) detecting the number of contact points and determining the size and shape
of the contact area (geometric part), (2) calculating the contact stress and material
deformation (constitutive part). The contact geometry is determined by the wheel and
rail proles and the local deformation in the wheel-rail contact. The number and locations
of contact points and the corresponding contact angles on the wheel and rail dene
the positions and orientations of the contact forces [6]. The constitutive part solves
the distributions of the contact pressure (normal compressive stress) and the tangential
(shear) stress over the contact patch [116]. The wheel{rail contact geometry problem can
either be solved in each time step during the time integration (online), or determined in
advance using a pre-processor (reading of a look-up table) [6].
7.6.1 Look-up table
When using a look-up table, the contact problem is solved in advance in a preprocessing
step and the results are tabulated [117]. The contact geometry problem is treated as a
two-dimensional problem. By assuming zero wheelset yaw angle, linear elasticity and a
smooth contact surface, the contact problem is solved for dierent relative lateral wheelset
displacements. The precalculated contact geometry functions are saved as look-up tables.
During subsequent time integration, a linear interpolation of contact geometry for the
current wheel position is made for each time step [6]. This enables the wheel{rail contact
problem to be solved more eciently.
This method is adopted for example in the commercial software GENSYS [92] in its
pre-processor KPF (abbreviation for \contact point functions\). In KPF, an equivalent
Hertzian contact model (see Section 7.6.2) is tted to the contact conditions determined
by the relative lateral displacement between wheel and rail and for each combination
of wheel/rail proles at sampled locations [4]. The tangential contact problem is solved
using the FASTSIM algorithm (simplied theory according to Kalker [118]). The contact
model accounts for two-point contact situations. The method has been described and
used for the simulaton of dynamic vehicle{turnout interaction in works by Kassa [6] and
Palsson [4] and also in Paper A and Paper B. To account for the variation in contact
geometry along the turnout, the cross-section of each rail is sampled at several positions
along the turnout. The sampling distance is determined by the rate of variation of rail
prole. In the crossing panel in Paper A, the sampling distance between two cross-
sections is 50 mm.
However, the magnitude of the wheel{rail impact load at the crossing transition is
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very sensitive to the wheel transition point, at which the wheel moves between wing rail
and crossing rail [4]. The multiple point contact condition shown in Figure 7.2 (here
a two-point contact) is an indication of when the wheel transition occurs. The linear
interpolation of contact geometry between two consecutive proles can lead to errors
in predicting the exact transition point. To this end, an online solver is considered to
present a more accurate prediction of the magnitude and position of the time-variant
contact force during the transition of the wheel in the crossing panel.
7.6.2 Hertzian contact
For normal wheel{rail contact problems, Hertzian contact theory [119, 120] is commonly
used. It formulates the contact stiness based on the material properties and the radii
of curvature in the contact point. Some of the assumptions in Hertzian theory are: (1)
The materials in contact are isotropic, linear elastic and quasi-identical. (2) The bodies
in contact can be approximated as elastic half-spaces, meaning that the contact area is
small compared to the contacting bodies. (3) The radii of curvature of wheel and rail
proles within the contact patch are considered to be constant and the resulting contact
area is elliptical. Only non-conformal contact is considered. When the vertical wheel{rail
contact force resulting from normal contact along a straight track (standard rails) is of
interest, Hertzian theory can be used to provide fast solutions. Hertzian theory has been
applied in Paper C and Paper D for wheel{rail contact along the outer rail of the
through route in a turnout.
For wheel{rail contact on the crossing rail in a vehicle{turnout simulation, some of
the assumptions listed above are violated: (1) The linear elastic material assumption
is violated as severe plastic deformation has been observed in the crossing nose due to
severe impact loads caused by non-optimal wheel{rail contact geometry in the transition
zone, see Skrypnyk et al. [121]. (2) The half-space assumption is not valid. For contact
on the crossing rail, the smallest radius of rail curvature is similar to the largest semi-
axis of the contact area. However, Yan & Fischer [122] and Wiest et al. [123] found
that the half-space assumption can be used for crossing rail contact as long as no plastic
deformation of the material occurs. (3) The assumption of constant radii is violated when
the wheel ange is in contact with the rail gauge corner causing conformal contact and
a non-elliptic contact area.
As stated above, the crossing transition may result in multiple contact positions. In
this case, a model that accounts for the case of multiple-point and non-Hertzian contact
is required.
7.6.3 Kalker's variational method
Various categories of approximate solutions for solving multiple-point contact problems
exist [116, 118, 120, 124{127]. In [124], Pascal and Sauvage proposed a set of Hertzian
ellipses and then further approximated the contact by a single equivalent ellipse to replace
the multiple and non-Hertzian contact patches. This method has been shown to be
adequate for static stress analysis but less suitable for dynamic simulations [126]. Another
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type of method presented by Piotrowski & Kik [126] and by Ayasse & Chollet [125]
estimates the contact area from the interpenetration area that is obtained by virtually
penetrating the two undeformed surfaces. In Paper C and Paper D of this thesis,
Kalker's variational method [127] has been applied. For a discussion and description of
the other non-Hertzian methods, see Sichani [116].
Kalker's variational method, also called Kalkers complete theory, is the preferred
alternative for the calculation of non-Hertzian and multiple-point wheel{crossing contact.
It deals with the normal and tangential rolling contact problem for arbitrary geometries
as long as the half-space and linear material assumptions are valid, and it provides both
the steady-state and transient solutions.
The method is based on the discretisation of the Boussinesq-Cerruti integral equations
using a set of rectangular elements, in which the surface traction in each element is
taken as constant [127]. It formulates the contact problem as a minimisation of an
energy potential over a potential wheel{rail contact area moving at vehicle speed in the
longitudinal direction [81]. The potential contact area, which is larger than the actual
contact area, is meshed by rectangular elements (boundary element method) and divided
into two sets: the in-contact set, where the elements are in contact, and the active
set, where the elements are not in contact. An initial assumption is made about which
elements belong to the active set. The wheel{rail contact area and the contact pressure
distribution are solved by an iterative procedure. In each iteration, elements with a
negative pressure value are removed from the in-contact set to the active set, until all
the remaining elements in the in-contact set have positive pressure values, see Pieringer
[81]. The tangential stresses in each element is calculated after obtaining the contact
patch and pressure distribution from the normal contact solution. Kalker implemented
this theory in his computational code CONTACT, which has been further developed by
Vollebregt [128{131].
Pieringer [81] developed a time-domain model of dynamic wheel{rail interaction based
on the Green's function approach for the vehicle and track subsystems in combination
with an online implementation of Kalker's variational method to solve the non-Hertzian,
and potentially multiple, wheel{rail contact. This method has been applied for the
vehicle{crossing contact model in Paper C and Paper D, in which only the normal
contact has been considered. The contact geometry and contact pressure for a hollow
worn wheel running on the crossing rail in the facing move of the through route (no
lateral wheel displacement) is demonstrated in Figure 7.8.
7.6.4 Finite element models
A more general solution to the rolling contact problem is based on the nite element
method. In FE-based approaches, the contact bodies are discretized by continuum ele-
ments. The contact constraints are imposed and three systems of equations are solved
in order to determine the nodal contact forces: the equations of motion, the compatibil-
ity equations (which relate the strains to the displacements) and constitutive equations
(which relate the stresses to the strains). The Lagrangian formulation is a common way
to describe structural deformation in solid mechanics. The reference coordinate system
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Figure 7.8: Illustration of contact geometry and contact pressure between wheel and rail during
wheel transition from wing rail to crossing. Simulation performed for trac (S1002 wheel proles)
in facing move of through route of a 60E1{760{1:15 turnout. (a) Vertical wheel{rail contact force
(circles mark selected points in the time history). Contact geometries shown in (b) for contact
at x = 47:05 m, x = 47:17 m, x = 47:22 m and x = 47:36 m from front of turnout. Vertical
wheel{rail contact pressure shown for contacts at (c) x = 47:22 m, (d) x = 47:17 m and (e)
x = 47:05 m. From Paper C
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in a Lagrangian formulation is the material coordinate system, meaning that the mesh
nodes are connected to the particles of the material. To obtain accurate stresses in the
wheel{rail contact area, a high resolution of the mesh is required in this area. It is mainly
used for static problems or simulation of dynamic vehicle{track interaction along a short
distance, see e.g. Pletz et al. [112]. Alternatively, a so-called Arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian description that allows for localised mesh renement can be employed to reduce
the computational cost in a transient rolling contact simulation. A thorough description
of this subject was addressed by Draganis [132].
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8 Modelling of track settlement
As described in Section 4, the granular layers (ballast and sub-ballast) accumulate perma-
nent deformation (settlement) due to gradation change, particle breakdown, volumetric
compaction and abrasive wear. The subgrade settles due to plastic volume change and
progressive shear failure.
The track substructure undergoes consolidation and increases in stiness. Li & Selig
[133] categorised empirical models of elastic moduli for ne-grain soils. A review on the
material modelling of elastic modulus of unbounded aggregates of granular material is
given by Lekapr et al. [134].
According to Dahlberg [15], in terms of permanent deformation of granular materials,
no generally accepted damage or settlement model has been established. In order to
predict settlement and schedule maintenance actions, various methods for the modelling
of track settlement have been investigated. In this section, a review on track settlement
modelling will be presented with a focus on settlement in the ballast layer. First a review
will be given on some of the empirical settlement models. Then, modelling of ballast
particle behaviour using a microscopic approach will be surveyed. In the third section,
literature on constitutive models developed for long-term behaviour of granular material
will be reviewed and the model used in this thesis will be described. In the fourth section,
integrated procedures that combine an empirical model with a discrete element model
or a constitutive model for the simulation of accumulated permanent deformation for a
large number of load cycles are discussed. At last, to predict the long-term settlement
and its eect on train{track interaction, an iterative calculation scheme is needed. Some
examples of such a scheme, including the one used in this thesis, will be illustrated.
8.1 Empirical settlement models
In railway applications, the early work of track settlement modelling has been mainly
empirical. The empirical models consider the track substructure as a whole without
separating the track bed layers. Most empirical models formulate settlement as a function
of the number of load cycles to capture the two phases of settlement (the short- and long-
term settlement).
The most widely used empirical models have dierent types of formulation with re-
spect to the number of load cycles: the logarithmic models and the power models. The
threshold models, on the other hand, have been formulated with respect to load magni-
tude for a given number of load cycles.
8.1.1 Logarithmic model
The track settlement models proposed by Alva-Hurtado & Selig [7, 17], Shenton (1978)
[135], Hettler [136] and Indraratna [137] feature a logarithmic growth of the long-term
settlement, see for example Equation 8.1 copied from Shenton (1978) [135].
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"N = "1(1 + ClogN) (8.1)
where "1 is the predicted permanent strain after the rst load cycle, C is a dimensionless
parameter controlling the rate of settlement growth, N is the number of load cycles, and
"N is the accumulated permanent strain after N cycles. The permanent deformation (set-
tlement) of the ballast is then calculated based on the product of accumulated permanent
strain and ballast thickness.
One of the earliest settlement models was established by the Oce for Research and
Experiments of the International Union of Railways (ORE) [138]. The method evaluates
the settlement as a function of tonnage. Properties of individual track components are
not considered. The model was later improved by Shenton (1978) [135] to take into
account the eect of sleeper spacing. The initial permanent strain was determined by
the porosity and principal stresses of the ballast measured in a triaxial test.
The model by Alva-Hurtado & Selig [17] assumes that the ballast deformation starts
from an uncompressed state. It accounts for axle loads of various magnitudes by convert-
ing the higher load magnitudes into lower load magnitudes with a modied number of
equivalent load cycles. The variation of load magnitude is incorporated by varying the
permanent strain after the rst cycle.
The model by Hettler [136] calculates the initial settlement based on an equivalent
load amplitude that is equal to the mean load of N load cycles. The data in the Hettler
model [136] were based on measurements on a scaled sleeper track model.
8.1.2 Power model
The power model typically takes the form
"N = AN
b (8.2)
where A; b are dimensionless coecients and N is the number of load cycles, "N is the
accumulated permanent strain. Shenton (1985) [18] derived the power model based on a
triaxial test with a large number of load cycles (up to 106).
"N = AN
0:2 +BN (8.3)
The coecients A;B are related to the average axle loads, tamping lift force, sleeper
size/type/spacing and ballast/sub-ballast/subgrade conditions. For high load amplitudes,
Shenton found the settlement to be proportional to the fth power of the number of load
cycles, while for moderate load amplitudes, the settlement is a linear function of the
number of load cycles. Based on triaxial tests, Shenton concluded that the magnitude of
the load dominates the level of track settlement, implying that for many railway lines, it is
the higher loads that causes the track settlement [15]. An empirical equation to calculate
an equivalent load to represent the case of varying axle loads was also suggested. Similar
power models for ne-grain soil were derived by Li & Selig [12], with the coecient
A expressed as the ratio of dynamic deviatoric stress d and static soil strength s:
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A = a(d=s)
m, where a and m are material parameters. The empirical models used in
some Japanese settlement studies are also included in this category [139]. In 1995, one
of the most famous empirical models was proposed by Sato [16]. It reads
z = (1  e N ) + N (8.4)
where z is the track settlement, N represents the number of load cycles or the tonnage.
The rst part of Equation 8.4 represents the initial short-term settlement, while the
second part represents the long-term settlement. The parameter  and  control the
short-term deformation. The parameter , which controls the long-term deformation, is
considered to be inuenced by stone integrity, sleeper{ballast contact pressure, ballast
vertical acceleration and contamination and drainage conditions. The value for  is
higher for new gravels than for crushed stones and higher for clean and/or dry ballast
than for contaminated and/or wet ballast. This implicates that a newly constructed
ballasted track degrades faster than a track that has had a long service life. The value
for  is also proportional to the energy that is transfered into the track substructure.
Mathematically, it is proportional to the square of the sleeper velocity, and proportional
to the product of sleeper{ballast contact pressure and ballast vertical acceleration. This
indicates that track subjected to high dynamic wheel{rail contact forces are prone to
severe track settlement.
The linear long-term settlement growth in Equation 8.4 has the same linear growth
with number of load cycles as the second part of the Shenton (1985) model in Equation 8.3.
The model has been validated by a sliding-stone laboratory test and a eld test carried out
in Japan. The short-term settlement is observed to be small in magnitude compared with
the long-term one. Similar exponential models have been proposed by Sun & Indraratna
[63] and Guerin [140].
Dahlberg [15] commented that as the long-term growth is modelled dierently in the
power model and the logarithmic model, the discrepancy between the two models might
be large, especially if the parameters in the equations are determined based on a small
number of load cycles but used to determine the settlement for a large number of load
cycles. Recently, Abadi et al.[141] re-assessed exisiting empirical models in a large-scale
laboratory test. The settlement for two dierent types of ballast material after one
million load cycles was evaluated. The dierences between the model prediction and the
measurement were related to the variation in load amplitude and ballast material quality
from which the empirical models were derived. Grossoni et al. [142] also summarised
the main empirical models and their test methods. In their study, the empirical models
by Sato (1995) [16] (Equation 8.4) and Guerin [140], for the cases of three levels of track
support stiness and three trac types, were compared using an iterative simulation
procedure. It was found in [142] that the model by Sato is more sensitive to train speed
than the Guerin model. The dierence was explained by the dierent test methods (eld
measurements by Sato versus triaxial test by Guerin) and the dierent trac conditions
considered (heavy freight trac by Sato versus high-speed lines by Guerin) on which the
two models were based.
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8.1.3 Threshold function
In the literature, it is generally agreed that permanent deformation (settlement) does not
occur when the load magnitude is below a certain threshold value. This threshold value
can be considered as a yield limit of the ballast.
In 1997, Sato [143] proposed an alternative empirical model to explicitly account for
the magnitude of the trac load:
z = ahp  bin (8.5)
where p is the sleeper{ballast contact pressure and the Macaulay brackets are dened
as hi = 1=2( + j  j). The parameter b [N=m2] is the threshold sleeper{ballast contact
pressure below which track settlement does not occur. The inuence of load magnitude
on settlement is determined by the power n. The settlement data was based on eld
measurement after 10 000 load cycles at constant load levels. Based on in-situ measured
data from Sato (1997) [143], the formulation was extended and recalibrated by Dahlberg
[15]. The revised model reads:
z = 0:02hP   95i+ 3:0 10 10hP   95in (8.6)
where P is the measured sleeper{ballast contact force. Here P = pAsleeper and Asleeper
is the sleeper base area. For moderate values of sleeper{ballast force P , the settlement
grows almost linearly with increased loading. For higher values of the contact force,
there is a non-linear region where the settlement depends strongly on the force magnitude
(proportional to the fth power of the sleeper{ballast contact force). In [15], it is suggested
that the nonlinear region indicates that there might be dierent degradation or failure
mechanisms involved in dierent load ranges. For example, there might be abrasion
and compaction of the ballast particles in the lower load range and fracture of ballast
particles in the higher range. In Paper A, using the model in Equation 8.6, settlement
after 10 000 axle passages of the same vehicle type is extrapolated based on the simulation
of one vehicle passage. Note that the threshold contact force Ft (here 95 kN) is generally
dependent on the number of load cycles due to material densication. Implementation
of this model implies that the two-phase settlement mechanism is not considered.
8.2 Discrete element models
The discrete element method (DEM) has been used to investigate the inhomogeneous
eects of ballast at particle level. The discrete element method considers the granular
layers (ballast, sub-ballast and subgrade) as an assembly of a nite number of particles.
In each time step, the system equilibrium is determined by accounting for the normal
and tangential contacts between the particles. This type of method is able to capture
local deformations and heterogeneous grain movements, but it requires a large number
of elements in a representative volume and considerable computation time [67]. Results
from the DEM are sensitive to the initial stochastic arrangement of the particles, and thus
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the simulation needs to be repeated with dierent initial conditions to achieve reliable
mean values [144].
The DEM has been used to determine the elastic moduli of granular media [145,
146], to investigate inter-particle forces during construction and tamping [147], particle
interlocking, breakage, wear and degradation [148{151], and to generate constitutive
material models for settlement [152{154].
8.3 Constitutive models
The use of a continuum model approach can be an attractive alternative for the modelling
of long-term accumulated track settlement. To simulate the response of a material sub-
jected to cyclic loading, there are both conventional models that account for the hysteresis
of the loading and unloading, and cycle-domain models that rely on the load amplitude
and material status after loading. A review on material modelling and plastic deforma-
tion of unbounded aggregates of granular material was given by Lekarp [155]. In this
section, conventional constitutive models for granular material will be briey disussed
followed by a short review of cycle-domain shakedown models. The Cycle Densication
Model (CDM) developed by Suiker & de Borst [156], which is applied in Paper B, will
be described in some more detail.
8.3.1 Conventional models
Reviewed by Jacobsson & Runesson [157], the response of a granular material is tradi-
tionally described by a constitutive model with pseudo-elastic or hypo-elastic material
properties that account for the gradual change of the elastic moduli [24, 133] and the
non-tension eect [158]. The non-tension eect refers to the stress-free situation when the
granular material is subjected to a tensile force. The plastic deformation under monotonic
compressive loading has been modelled mainly by elasto-plastic [159{164] or hypoplastic
models [165{167]. Many of these models were initially developed for ne-grained soils,
such as clay or sand. The conning pressure and shear behaviour of ballast particles
were studied in [55, 168]. Constitutive models have been derived for ballast settlement
incorporating particle breakage by Indraratna [169, 170].
8.3.2 Cycle-domain shakedown models
A conventional constitutive model formulated in terms of the rates of stress and strain
requires many numerical increments for each load cycle simulation. When simulating
many load cycles, the numerical error may become excessive and the calculation eort
substantial [171]. The material parameters of such models need to be calibrated against
cyclic experimental data with complete loading and unloading history. Laboratory data
for calibration is easier to obtain for smaller granular materials, such as sand, but is more
dicult for large granular particles, such as railway ballast.
An alternative approach for ecient settlement modelling is to use a constitutive
model that evaluates the progressive accumulation of plastic strains under repeated load-
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ing in the cycle domain. For each load cycle, the shakedown concept is applied to obtain
the material response with respect to the load level. If the magnitude of the applied
loads exceeds a limit value (shakedown limit), plastic strains are accumulated progres-
sively under repeated loading. On the other hand, if the applied loads are lower than this
shakedown limit, the growth of plastic strains will eventually level o and the material
attains a state of shakedown by means of adaptation to the applied loads [60].
This concept was introduced by Sharp [172] for the modelling of a ne-grain un-
bounded granular material (sand or clay), and applied experimentally and numerically
for pavement material, see Lekarp & Dawson [60], Werkmeister et al. [61], Garcia-Rojo
& Herrmann [62], Collins & Boulbibane [173] and Chazallon et al. [174]. The method has
been extended to the application of ballast by Suiker & de Borst [156] and by Jacobsson
[157]. Here the method developed by Suiker & de Borst will be illustrated.
Cycle Densication Model
The Cycle Densication Model (CDM) developed by Suiker & de Borst [156] was mo-
tivated by experimental ndings of railway ballast degradation. The resulting CDM is
formulated as a viscoplastic model where the rates of the variables are described as their
change per unit cycle N . In the CDM, permanent strain will only develop if the stress am-
plitude in a given load cycle exceeds a certain threshold value, see Figure 8.1. The stress
and/or strain amplitudes are the input variables, which result in a possible evolution
of plastic strain per cycle. The CDM captures only the maximum plastic deformation
generated by the magnitude of the train loading during each load cycle.
The driving mechanism is decomposed into volumetric compaction and frictional slid-
ing. The pressure-dependent elastic modulus is also accounted for. The threshold value
is dened by a Drucker-Prager frictional shakedown criterion and a shakedown criterion
in compression. Both shakedown functions are allowed to harden in a similar way as
ordinary yield surfaces. The deformations are distinguished by four response regimes,
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Figure 8.1: Schematic illustration of how plastic strain p(t) can accumulate during cyclic
stress-controlled (with constant amplitude) loading (t). In the illustration, eective amplitude
stresses N , shakedown threshold stresses sh;N and the corresponding accumulated plastic strain
pN (N = 1; 2;   Ntot) are shown. From Paper B
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which are: (1) shakedown, (2) cyclic densication, (3) frictional failure and (4) tensile
failure, see Figure 8.2
In Paper B, the CDM is used and explored for three-dimensional modelling of ballast
settlement with the objective to account for longitudinal variations in load, structure
and material properties. In this paper, settlement is rst predicted for a laboratory test
case where measured data for a straight track subjected to quasi-static cyclic loading
is available. Then, an analysis of settlement in a crossing panel is performed and the
spatially varying (dierential) settlement due to dynamic impact at the crossing nose is
studied.
The advantage of using a cycle domain constitutive model for simulating settlement
is that the material parameters can be calibrated based on the material status after
each load cycle, and that the experimental data for the full time history of loading and
unloading is not required. A challenge of using such a model in railway applications
lies in the representation of the structural loading. The feature where, as in the time
domain, the maximum loads amplitudes on adjacent sleepers are not reached at the same
time is not accounted for in the CDM. This means that the amplitudes of the loads on
the sleepers must be modied before adopting the CDM to compensate for this fact. In
Paper B, each sleeper load is multiplied by a scale factor. Here this scale factor was
determined by comparing calculated track settlement with the corresponding settlement
measured in the CEDEX full-scale test rig [66].
Cyclic  
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Figure 8.2: Various response regimes in the p   q plane due to cyclic loading, where p is the
hydrostatic stress invariant and q is the deviatoric stress invariant (von Mises stress). The
stress ratio  q=p is a measurement of isotropic frictional failure under three-dimensional stress
conditions. From [67]
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8.4 Integrated procedures
To improve computational accuracy and eciency, and to combine the strengths of vari-
ous approaches, integrated computational procedures to predict the plastic deformation
for the rst cycle(s) and extrapolate the trend to the subsequent cycles have been pro-
posed in various studies [152, 154, 175, 176].
In the work of Karrech et al. [152], a combination of DEM and empirical model was
used to predict long-term settlement. The DEM was applied to establish a trend function
in terms of settlement for the rst k cycles. The empirical model by Shenton (1985) [18]
was then used for the extrapolation. Based on the updated empirical model, new particle
positions were extrapolated and used in the new loop of the DEM calculation.
The Disturbed State Concept (DSC) was proposed by Desai et al. [175] and applied
to simulate ballast settlement under cyclic loading for the rst 10{20 cycles. The total
accumulated plastic strain was extrapolated from the simulated plastic strains via an
empirical model. A similar approach was taken by Pasten et al. [177].
In the work by Niemunis & Wichtman [176, 178], the given trac load history was
decomposed into load collectives of dierent amplitudes. A hypoplastic model was then
used to calculate the plastic strain for a controlled load cycle. The plastic strain was
assumed to be the same for all loads in the same load collective. The settlement was
calculated as the accumulated plastic strain after applying all the load collectives. The
order of applying the dierent load collectives was shown to have a little eect on the
accumulated plastic strain.
8.5 Iterative scheme
The cycle-domain constitutive models and integrated procedures can be used to simulate
material plastic deformation for a large number of load cycles with a relatively good
accuracy and eciency. However, the plastic deformation is calculated for a prescribed
load collective. To account for that the magnitudes of the loading may be inuenced by
the accumulated deformation, an integrated approach is required involving also repeated
simulations of the dynamic vehicle{track interaction. Some examples of this approach
are reviewed below.
Varandas et al. [179] proposed an iterative methodology to determine track settlement
in a transition zone. In the rst step, the sleeper{ballast contact forces were calculated for
various types of vehicles at dierent vehicle speeds using a structural track model. Based
on the forces transmitted to the ballast, the settlement generated under each sleeper of
the track by each vehicle axle was determined using an empirical model. The trac
loading was assumed to be constant in the short-term until accumulated settlement at
any given sleeper reached a limit value. A new dynamic simulation was then performed
with the updated longitudinal level and track conguration. It was found that the loading
sequence did not inuence the accumulated settlement. In the work of Wang & Markine
[30], a 3D FE model was employed to compute the dynamic vehicle{track interaction in
a transition zone. The ballast stress obtained from the FE model was used as input to an
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empirical model (Sato model from 1997 [143]) for the calculation of track settlement. The
track geometry was updated after every N cycles. In the work by Grossoni et al. [142], an
iterative process connecting vehicle{track interaction and empirical models has been used
to assess the inuence of spatial variability of track stiness on the evolution of dierential
track settlement. The inuence of parameters including unsprung mass, vehicle speed,
support stiness characteristics and standard deviation of rail irregularities have been
assessed. It was found that the most inuential parameters on ballast deterioration rate
are the spatially varying track stiness and the unsprung mass.
In Paper A, the iterative methodology for the prediction of track settlement in rail-
way turnouts includes simulation of dynamic vehicle{track interaction using a multibody
dynamics software, calculation of sleeper{ballast contact pressure using a nite element
model and prediction of track settlement using an empirical model. The accumulated
track settlement at each sleeper and the resulting vertical track irregularity along the
turnout is used as input in the next step of the iteration, see Figure 8.3. The method-
ology was improved and implemented by Nielsen & Li [34] to calculate the long-term
degradation of longitudinal level at a rail joint.
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Figure 4(b). FE-model at Area 2 including sleepers 60-14-77 – 60-14-81 
 
Figure 4(c). FE-model at Area 3 including sleepers 60-15-100 – 60-15-102 
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Figure 8.3: Illustration of iterative scheme in Paper A for prediction track settlement
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9 Maintenance methods and mitigation mea-
sures
In this chapter, maintenance methods and mitigation measures to reduce track settlement
will be described.
9.1 Track substructure maintenance
The two most common maintenance methods to reduce vertical track irregularities due
to accumulated settlement are tamping and stoneblowing [67, 180].
In the case of tamping, each individual sleeper is lifted to a prescribed level. The
steel spikes of the tamping unit are used to squeeze the ballast particles below and
around the sleeper and to stablise them through vibration. At the end of the tamping
procedure, the ballast is supposed to be at a height that can support the desired track
geometry and the sleeper is repositioned to the adjusted ballast layer [67], see Figure 9.1.
Tamping is eective to correct ballast geometry and track level. However, this correction
is accompanied by undesirable disturbances of the ballast structure, breaking of ballast
particles and intermixing of ballast and sub-ballast [67], leading to fouling and poor
drainage [180]. Sometimes, the tamping action also loosens the ballast below the sleeper
as well as at the shoulder, creating partially supported (voided) sleepers directly after
tamping [181]. Preventive measures, such as lifting the ballast higher than its original
level and recompacting the ballast directly after tamping have been suggested to enhance
the durability of tamped ballast track [180].
An alternative to tamping is stoneblowing where small stones (14{22 mm) are blown
into the void below the lifted sleeper to support the sleeper at its original position, see
Figure 9.2. The advantage of stoneblowing is that the original ballast layer is minimally
disturbed, without squeezing or crushing the ballast stones [67]. It can also be performed
at frequent intervals to prevent ballast settlement [180]. The study by Sol-Sanchez et al.
[182] shows that the stone-blowing process is more eective than tamping in maintaining
the track geometry and reducing the frequency of required maintenance actions. It also
leads to a more stable short- and long-term mechanical performance of the section, as
well as resulting in lower degradation of ballast and substructure, see Figure 9.3.
9.2 Mitigation measures
Design and maintenance measures to slow down the deterioration of ballasted railway
track are reviewed by Sol-Sanchez and D'Angelo [180]. Elastomeric products, such as
rail pads, USP, under-ballast mats (UBM), sub-ballast mats (SBM), and geogrid (or
geotextile) reinforcement can be used to design a transition zone with a desired (smoother)
variation in track stiness. Lazorenko et al [13] reviewed mitigation measures for the
stability of soil foundation in heavy-haul railway tracks.
Rail pads are elastic elements installed between rails and sleepers to lter the high-
frequency contributions of the dynamic forces from the wheel{rail interface, and thus
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reduce pressure at the sleeper{ballast interface. Rail pad stiness in the range 80{125
kN/mm are commonly used in modern railway tracks [180]. The eect of low-stiness
rail pads in attenuating impact loads on the crossing has been reported in [47, 99, 183,
184]. The eect of rail pad stiness has been further studied in Paper D. It is found
that if the rail pad is already suciently soft, further reducing its stiness has a limited
eect on reducing the sleeper{ballast contact pressure.
Under sleeper pads (USP) have been introduced at the sleeper/ballast interface to
Figure 9.1: Tamping procedure. From [7]
Figure 9.2: Stoneblowing procedure. From [7]
Figure 9.3: Comparison between eects of tamping and stoneblowing on ballast perfor-
mance. (left) Ballast settlement rate is lower after stoneblowing than after tamping, and
(right) vertical track stiness is more homogeneous after stoneblowing than after tamping.
From [182]
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reduce ballast degradation. The USP stiness per unit area ranges from less than 0.10
N=mm3 up to 0.35 N=mm3. USP are typically applied in S&C, transition zones and tight
curves [185]. Soft USP (0.10 N=mm3 to 0.25 N=mm3) have been shown to reduce vibration
in the ballast layer [180]. The USP inuences the dynamic train-track interaction mainly
in the frequency range up to 250 Hz [186]. The implementation of USP has been shown
to increase the sleeper{ballast contact area and reduce ballast breakage and abrasion
beneath the sleepers [57]. For S&C, Markine et al. [187] and Wan et al. [184] concluded
that the use of soft rail pads and USP can signicantly reduce the dynamic forces acting
on the rails, sleepers and ballast and allow for a smoother transition in vertical track
stiness. Similar results are found in Paper D. However, Bruni et al. [37] reported that
a turnout installed with soft USP and UBM generated high noise levels. In Switzerland
[188] and the UK [41], it was also found that the implementation of soft USPs generates
higher acceleration in rail and sleepers. The degradation of track geometry appears to
slow down when USPs are used.
UBM is an another elastic element installed below the ballast layer to attenuate
vibrations, reduce particle breakage and reduce track stiness. UBM moduli range from
0.05 to 0.22 N=mm3 with a thickness of 15 { 30 mm [180]. Typical applications of UBM
are on bridges or in tunnels, but its eect becomes limited when the subgrade is soft [180].
Studies have shown that too soft UBM can lead to a decrease in the bearing capacity of
the substructure, causing higher dynamic displacements of ballast particles and a higher
level of settlement.
For high-speed and high axle load lines, a geogrid is included to provide reinforcement
of the ballast [180]. It increases the ballast connement and lateral resistance, avoids bal-
last frictional degradation, allows for reducing ballast and sub-ballast thickness without
decreasing the bearing capacity of the track [189], and keeps the ballast layer clean by
acting as a lter between layers [190]. Its eects have been reviewed by Indraratna et al
[11].
From a track superstructure perspective, remedies for reducing high dynamic impact
loads have been proposed by Stichel [69]: (1) reduced sleeper spacing, (2) increased
eective sleeper base area, (3) increased rail moment of inertia, and (4) use of more
resilient (low stiness) rail pads. Namura & Suzuki [191] suggested that the installation
of low-stiness rail pads on slab track and resilient sleepers with a larger base area on
the ballasted track are eective measures to reduce initial ballast settlement and sleeper{
ballast contact pressure. The eect of increasing the eective sleeper base area in the
crossing panel has also been investigated in Paper D. It is found that increasing the
sleeper base width and implementation of USP are two ecient measures to reduce the
maximum sleeper{ballast contact pressure. However, a larger sleeper base area also
increases sleeper mass and crossing panel stiness, resulting in a less smooth stiness
variation in the crossing panel.
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10 Summary of appended papers
In this chapter, a brief summary of the appended papers is presented. Overviews of the
studied topics and implemented models are shown in Table 10.1 and Table 10.2.
Table 10.1: Overview of studied topics in the appended papers
Paper A B C D
Dynamic vehicle{track interaction
Dierential track settlement
Iterative scheme
Mitigation measures
Table 10.2: Overview of implemented models in the appended papers
Paper A B C D
Track model
moving
track model
FE
(continuum)
FE
(beams,springs)
Green's function
FE
(beams, springs)
Green's function
Vehicle model whole car whole car
rigid wheel
Green's function
exible wheelset
Green's function
Contact model multi-Hertz
FE
sleeper{ballast
Kalker Kalker
Settlement model empirical
constitutive
shakedown (CDM)
Parameter study
train speed
rail pad
wheel prole
lateral wheel position
rail pad
sleeper area
USP
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10.1 Paper A: Simulation of track settlement in rail-
way turnouts
A methodology for the simulation of track settlement in railway turnouts is presented.
The methodology predicts the accumulated settlement for a given set of trac loads
using an iterative and cross-disciplinary procedure. The dierent modules of the proce-
dure include: (I) simulation of dynamic vehicle{track interaction in a turnout applying a
validated software for multibody vehicle dynamics considering space-variant track prop-
erties, (II) calculation of load distribution and sleeper{ballast contact pressure using a
detailed nite element model of a turnout that includes all of the rails (stock rails, switch
rails, closure rails, crossing nose, wing rails and check rails), rail pads, baseplates and
sleepers on ballast, (III) prediction of track settlement for a given number of load cycles,
and (IV) calculation of accumulated track settlement at each sleeper and the resulting
vertical track irregularity along the turnout which is used as input in the next step of
the iteration. The iteration scheme is demonstrated by calculating the track settlement
at the crossing when the studied turnout is exposed to freight trac in the facing move
of the through route.
10.2 Paper B: Three-dimensional modelling of dier-
ential railway track settlement using a cycle do-
main constitutive model
To improve the understanding of the track settlement mechanism in Paper A, a method
for the simulation of long-term railway track settlement in a crossing panel due to a
large number of axle passages is presented. A key ingredient of the method is the cycle
domain constitutive model (CDM) proposed by Suiker & de Borst [156], which is used to
determine the accumulated (permanent) deformation of the granular layers supporting
the railway track. The constitutive model is adopted for both the ballast and the sub-
ballast, but with dierent parameter sets. In this paper, the CDM is used in a three-
dimensional nite element representation of a crossing panel subjected to dynamic wheel{
rail impact loads, induced by the transfer of wheels between wing rail and crossing nose.
Due to the design of the crossing panel and the transient character of the impact load,
the load transferred into the track bed is not uniform along the track and the resulting
spatially varying (dierential) settlement leads to vertical irregularities in track geometry.
The spatial variation of track settlement is calculated both along the sleepers and along
the rails. The inuences of the number of adjacent sleepers accounted for in the model
and the stiness of the subgrade on the predicted settlement are studied.
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10.3 Paper C: Simulation of vertical dynamic vehicle{
track interaction in a railway crossing using Green's
functions
Motivated by the high-frequency contents of the wheel{rail impact load at the crossing,
and the need for an accurate prediction of the wheel transition in the crossing panel, the
simplied dynamic vehicle{turnout interacton model used in Paper A is replaced with
an alternative simulation method. The method is based on a moving Green's function
approach for the track in combination with an implementation of Kalker's variational
method to solve the non-Hertzian, and potentially multiple, wheel{rail contact. The track
model is a linear, three-dimensional nite element model of a railway turnout accounting
for the variations in rail cross-sections and sleeper lengths, and including baseplates and
resilient elements. To deal with the complexity of the track model, involving a large
number of elements and degrees-of-freedom, a complex-valued modal superposition with
a truncated mode set is applied before the impulse response functions are calculated at
various positions along the crossing panel. The variation in three-dimensional contact
geometry of the crossing rail and wheel is described by linear surface elements. In each
time step of the contact detection algorithm, the lateral position of the wheelset centre is
prescribed but the contact positions on wheel and rail are not, allowing for an accurate
prediction of the wheel transition between wing rail and crossing rail. The method is
demonstrated by calculating the wheel{rail impact load and contact stress distribution
for a nominal S1002 wheel prole passing over a nominal crossing geometry. A parameter
study is performed to determine the inuence of vehicle speed, rail pad stiness, lateral
wheelset position and wheel prole on the impact load generated at the crossing. It is
shown that the magnitude of the impact load is inuenced more by the wheel{rail contact
geometry than by the selection of rail pad stiness.
10.4 Paper D: Simulation of wheel{rail impact load
and sleeper{ballast contact pressure in railway
crossings using a Green's function approach
The time-domain vehicle{turnout interaction model presented in Paper C is extended
to account for both wheels of the wheelset in simultaneous contact with the crossing rail
and outer rail. An assessment of mitigation measures to improve the design of railway
crossings and reduce the risk of dierential settlement is presented. Rigid and exible
wheelset models are compared. The sampled contact geometry of the crossing, including
the discrete irregularity between the wing rail and the crossing nose, is used to achieve
a three-dimensional surface geometry between each pair of adjacent rail cross-sections.
A parameter study is performed to investigate the inuence of crossing design on the
maximum vertical wheel{rail contact force and the contact pressure generated at the
sleeper{ballast interface. It is concluded that a design with a combination of increased
sleeper width, softer rail pads and implementation of under sleeper pads (USP) will reduce
the track stiness gradients in the crossing panel and mitigate the risk of dierential track
settlement by reducing the sleeper{ballast contact pressure.
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11 Conclusions and future work
In this chapter, the main achievements of the appended papers are summarised and
suggestions for future work are presented. In general, the current work is contributing
to the development of improved simulation methodologies to facilitate the prediction of
track settlement in railway turnouts.
The contributions include:
 An iterative procedure, combining the strengths of several cross-disciplinary models,
to predict accumulated track settlement for a large number of load cycles at any
location along the track (Paper A)
 A three-dimensional implementation of a cycle-domain constitutive model for bal-
last, sub-ballast and subgrade accounting for space-variant track characteristics and
loading conditions (Paper B)
 The prediction of spatial variation of sleeper{ballast contact pressure, both along
the sleepers and along the rails (Papers A, D)
 The implementation of a method to map the wheel{rail contact force from a time-
domain simulation of dynamic vehicle{track interaction to a nite element model
of the track that includes a cycle-domain constitutive model (Paper B)
 The application of a Green's function approach in a time-domain vehicle{track
interaction model, in combination with an implementation of Kalker's variational
method to solve the non-Hertzian, and potentially multiple, wheel{rail contact in
a railway crossing (Paper C)
 A presentation of parameter studies to determine the inuence of vehicle speed, rail
pad stiness, lateral wheelset position and wheel prole on the wheel{rail impact
load generated at the crossing (Paper C)
 The inclusion of a exible wheelset model in the model for simulation of vehicle{
turnout interaction (Paper D)
 An assessment of mitigation measures to improve the design of railway crossings
with respect to track stiness, wheel{rail impact load and spatially varying sleeper{
ballast contact pressure (Paper D)
Some of the major ndings include:
 The magnitude of the impact load at a railway crossing is inuenced more by the
wheel{rail contact geometry than by the selection of rail pad stiness (Paper C)
 The implementation of USP and/or reducing the rail pad stiness will result in
a reduced variation in static track stiness along the crossing panel, whereas an
increase of sleeper base area will increase the stiness variation (Paper D)
 Reducing the rail pad stiness (from the already low value often used in modern
railway crossings) and implementing USP leads to a moderate reduction of the
maximum wheel{rail impact load at the crossing (Paper D)
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 The most eective mitigation measures to reduce sleeper{ballast contact pressure
in the crossing panel are the implementation of USP and increasing the sleeper base
area (Paper D)
 No signicant relation between sleeper{ballast contact pressure and rail pad sti-
ness could be observed (Paper D)
Future work:
 The dynamic vehicle{track interaction models presented in this thesis are restricted
to linear models (Papers A, C and D). This means that a tensional load will
appear in case the sleeper is lifted from the ballast, and unsupported sleepers due
to settlement cannot be accounted for. In future work, nonlinear force-displacement
characteristics to represent the conditions in the sleeper{ballast interface should be
accounted for. The inuence of the simulated densication of the track substructure
on the change in track stiness after each iteration could also be accounted for.
 For the constitutive model of the track substructure, Paper B shows that the
subgrade model can have a large inuence on the stress-strain distribution of the
track structure. A softer subgrade leads to reduced deformation of the ballast and
sub-ballast layers, but a higher total deformation of the entire substructure. This
may call for the need of a rened subgrade model in future work.
 To improve the prediction of long-term accumulated settlement and track degrada-
tion using the iterative methodology presented in Paper A, the constitutive model
in Paper B and the vehicle{track interaction method presented in Paper C and
Paper D can be combined.
 The method for simulation of dynamic vehicle{track interaction presented in Paper
C and Paper D is versatile and computationally ecient as long as train speed
and the dynamic properties of the track are kept constant. A parameter study aim-
ing towards a minimisation of wheel{rail impact loads and sleeper{ballast contact
pressure by optimisation of the rail proles in the crossing panel can be performed
without altering the track model. The design variables could include the cross-
ing nose and wing rail designs, Further, the inuence of wear, plastic deformation
and RCF of wheel and rail proles, as well as the wheelset lateral position at the
entrance of the crossing panel, can be further investigated using this model.
 Part of the models applied in this thesis have been veried versus eld measure-
ments. A further validation by eld tests to conrm and demonstrate the conclu-
sions presented in this thesis would be valuable. For example, with the development
of measurement technology and condition monitoring, long-term measurements of
loads, accelerations and accumulated track settlement can be carried out and used
for further model validation.
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A solid ground for the understanding of
track settlement in railway crossings
Railway turnouts (switches and crossings, S&C) are critical components in the railway system.
They provide exibility in trac routes by allowing trains to switch from one track to another.
To serve this purpose, the turnout consists of both movable and xed mechanical parts, as well
as systems for mechatronics and signalling. In Sweden alone, there are about 14 000 S&Cs in
the 16 600 km of railway network.
Turnouts stand for signicant contributions to the number of reported track faults and the
total cost for railway maintenance. In 2018, the cost for maintenance of turnouts in Sweden
was MSEK 530, corresponding to about 10 % of the total railway maintenance cost. Further, it
was the railway component that caused most train delays. One of the main drivers for the high
maintenance costs is the need to repair and replace switch rails and crossings as these components
are subjected to a severe load environment resulting in the degradation of rail proles and track
geometry.
One contribution to the degradation of track geometry in turnouts is dierential track set-
tlement. This is a phenomenon where the horizontal level of the supporting track substructure
decreases in height over time when subjected to repeated trac loading. Dynamic wheel{rail
contact forces with high magnitudes are generated in the switch and crossing panels due to the
discontinuities in rail proles that are necessary to allow for the rerouting of trac. Because of
the turnout design and the variation in track support conditions, the load transferred into the
track bed is not uniform, thus resulting in a variation in settlement along the track and irreg-
ularities in track geometry. Poor quality in track geometry induces higher dynamic wheel{rail
contact forces that further increase the degradation of rail proles and track geometry.
The present work aims to provide a methodology to improve the understanding of dierential
track settlement in railway turnouts. This includes predictions of the high-magnitude wheel{
rail impact loads on the crossing generated by passing trains with worn wheel proles, the
distribution of contact pressure between sleepers and ballast, and the accumulated permanent
deformation of the track substructure.
Another objective is to provide an accurate and generic simulation environment accounting
for the multiple wheel{rail contacts in the crossing panel and considering the high-frequency
dynamic interaction between the vehicle and the complete railway turnout. This simulation
environment oers a safe and time-ecient complement to expensive eld experiments. It also
allows for an optimisation of the turnout design. Examples of design aspects considered in this
thesis are selection of rail pad stiness, implementation of under sleeper pads, and design of
the bearers (sleepers). A better understanding and mitigation of wheel{rail impact loads and
dierential settlement in turnouts can also contribute to the reduction of other track degradation
mechanisms, such as wear, plastic deformation and rolling contact fatigue of the rails.
